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My cfear Dr. Zook:

In democracy education holds the most
pi%omising potential solution of the social and
economic problems for peaceful, gradual,
intelligent evolution toward the goals whidh
*we must set up for the preservation of the
ideals and the happiness of our.citizenship%

yet all too small a percentage of th3
Negro children of our country, especially in
its rural sections,.enjoys adequate'or equita
ble facilities for,the education'which is
America's goal for every child. We have
neithèr schools enough properly to accommodate
the children who should be iñ attendance, nor
educational offerings óf the quality and
variety adapted to tlieir needs. How to meet
these two fundamental requirments adequately,
and the ramificatións into which consideration
of their varied aspects takes us, are the prob
lems to which this conference will devote its
attention. May it result in rendering the
significant service it aspires to *render to
our country and.to the Negro race.

I regret that I cannot be with you in per
son,A0 I am in spirit, to bring you, rather
thanlro ;end you my heartiest good wishes.for
the success of your Idej.iberations.

THE WHITE HOUSE
Washington, May 1, 1934.

Very sincerely yours,

Dr. George F. Zook,-
; Commissioner of Education,

Department of4the Interior,
Washington, D. C.,.

ognertisé---:
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF
NEGROES .

OBJECTIVES ADOPTED BY

THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS
IN THE Ep.UCATIbN OF NEGROES

Washington., D. Clf May 9-12, 1944
n view of the fact that in may States Negroes aré forced

y law to attend segregated schs which are almost in-
ariably inequitably p'rovided anorrnaintained, and because

of the inadequacy of these schools to serve the purpose of
education in a democracy, and in order that equality of
opportunity may be offered to all Americans, and in order'
that the Negro may meet effectively his obligations -as ari
:American citizen, and in order that Americh may have the'

O benefit of those varied contributions possible only when the
members of all races are allowed the fullest development, thé,
following fundamentals in tile education of Negroes are
proposed by this conference :

I. Ultimate Educational Objectives and Ideals
A.1 HOME LIFE.Equal economic opportunity, and politi'cil and

social justice for all, which will make possible the realization
and maintemance of home and family life in keeping with
American ideals and standards.

B. VOCATIONS.Adequate provision foe professional and voca-tionat education, and guidance ; conducted by properly' trailed
iersons; and varied according to individual interests and
abilities.

C. CITIZENSHIP. Full participation in all phases of life in
accôrdance with the highest ideals and praCtices of good
citizenship.

D. RECREATION AND LEISURE. Adequate" provision for
wholesQme recreaiional activities, and adequate training for
the .bpiler use of leisure time.

E. HEALITAIlealthful living and morking conditions, and ade-.quat ealth serviée and health education.
CRARACTER.--The ability and disposition to make wise

I.

choicespythe various life situations.
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2 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE- EDUCATION OF NEGROES

II. Immediate Educational Objectives wid Ideals

e

44;

A. AVAILABILITY OF EDUCATION.Schools and colleges
available and accessible for all Negra children, adequate in
length of term, number of teachers, 6irriculum offerings,
equipment, and facilities.

B. TEACHERS AND TEACMING.Selection, training, compen-
sation, tenure, and working c9pditions of teachers in keeping
with the highest standards of professional growtti and leader-
ship in recognition of their outstanding importance in the edu-
cati.)n of Negro children and in the leadership of Negro life;
awl the acceptance of the responsibility by all teachet:s of
Nogro youth to teach the fundamental principles and issues
tinderlying our economic and social order.

C. FINANCIAL SUPPORT.Adequate financial tippoit of
schools for Negrolitildren, equitably dixtributed, and intelli-
gently administered, with full recognition that there can be but
one standard of adequacy.

D. ADMINISTRATION.--Larger participation in the administra-
tion and control Of schools by intelligent representatives of
the people served; and curriculum differentiation and adapta-
tion bto:e on needs rather than on race.

E. SEGR A ED SCHOOLS.--Discouragement of and opposi-
tion to the extension òf' segregated schools.

In the foregoing statement of objectives and Ideals, the prim-
olple of the single standard should apply.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATION kL CON-,
FERENCE ON FOTD.AMENTAL PROB-
LEMS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

INTRODUCTION

" N DEMOCRACY education holds the most promising
potential solution of the social and economic problems

"for peaceful, gradual, intelligent evolution toward tlw
goals which we must set up for the preservation of the ideals
and the happiness of our citizenship."

This opening sentence of the letter of greeting sent by
President Roosevelt to the National Conference on Funda-
mental Problems in the Education of Negroes was the fqnda-
mental assumption upon which the conference was.
iected. The ccinference was held in Washing on, D. C.,
May 9 to 12, 1934, under the auspices of oe ec Ai Office
of Education, and was attended by 1,030 egi ter d dele atès,
500 of whom came from 28 States.

The agencies represented at the conf ence wér State,
county, and city systems -of public e ion ; (2) church
boards; (3) philanthropic foundations; (4) National, State,
and local teachers' associations; (5) accreditingassociatidns,
(6) the press; (7) business, industry, and labor; (8) the
professions; (9) fraternal organizations; (10) youth move-
ments; and (11) governmetital agencies. .

There was an excellent representation from the vfarious
phases of school and college life comprising 50 college presi-
dents, 31 college deans, 150 college professors ang other oft-
cers, and 296 public-school principals, supervisors, and
teachers (rural and 'urban )

Although the conference addressed itself particularly to
fundamental aild special problems in the education of Ne-
groes, it considered all phases of education in their relation
to the special topics under discussion.
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4 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

In addition to the planning committee,' there were 14
other, committees with a total membership of 300. These
committees were of three typesfunctional, administrative,
and organizational.

4 The functional committees, responsible for the major part
of the wak of the conference, dealt with : (1) Home mem-
bership, (2), vocations, (3). citizenshiy, (4) leisure-time Ile-
:tivitiest (5) health, and (6) ethical conduct. Their purpose
was to`consider how education may be made to function

o more adequately ift improving the six important life activi-.
ties mentioned above.

There were 5 administrative committeesone for each of
the following levels of education : Elementary, Acondary,
colleiiate, rural, 'and adult. These committee/ addressed
themselves tAti- the question of how their respective levels of
education might contributse-fo the development of the knowl-

edge,,, skills, appreciations, ideals, and conduct of Negroes in
each bf the life fictivities represénted by the functional com-
mittees.

In addition, these committees considered the question of
articulation, coordination, and integration of the various
levels and types of education, with a view to making édu-

. cation a continuous process throughout life.
Three :committees, one each on _public education, private

educatión, and Onancial support of education constituted the
organizational group. -The committees on public and private
education considered special problems and fundions of the
two types of education, find waYsk and means of effectingIw

greatér coopetation between them. The committee on finan-
cial support studied the support of public and private
edu-catibn. 6

The report of the conferente presented in this bulletin is
arf. abstract of the findings, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions of the committees, together with excerpts from the
'major addresses made during the sessions. There are three

. . . parts to the report, comprising, respectively, addresses, con-
sideration of thajor lifé functions, and organizatiOal and
administrative machinery.
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 5

in making the abstracts the editor has attempted to pre=

serve the language and spirit of the reports as given at the
conference to as great a degree as possible. Th6 abstracts
herein given represent, therefore, the conclusions of the
differenb committees who alone are responsible for them.

The full report of the conference, to be published. later,
¡will contain the complete reports of committees, the discus-
sions of these reports, and the full text of the speeches made
and papers presented.

The fundamentals, which appear on page 1, have been
issued in a large poster form, 16 by 21, beautifully printed
on heavy bond paper suitable for framing, and may be

purchased from the Superintendent, of Diwument§ for 10
cents, single 'copies; 25 percent discount will be allowed on

orders for 100 copies or more.
Also, a small 6-page folder has been issued, which is an

interpretation of the fundamentals.
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PART I. CONFERENCE AljDRESSES

ELCOM E ADDRESS

By Hois. HAROLD L. Iums, Seoretary of the Interior.
IT WOULD seem that we have come to an age of gctvern-

ment by conference. Formerly when a question arose
which perplexed an officer of government, he would look

wise and say, " I'll take that utider advisement." Now he
smiles sympathetically and .says,." I'll call a conference abog
this."

There is a valid reason for this. In thege times the
answers t9 perplexing questions are not to be föund in past
administrative decisions, records -of which may be searched
while the matter is under advisement. Decisions today con-
cern Twiny things about which we cannot look to the past
for wisdom. Only in the *well-stored minds of those who
are constaittly grappling with particular problems resides

. the wisdom required to help us decide which road we should
take into an uncertain future.

Particularly is this true with respect to problems of edu-
cation. It is clear that the chief contribution in the field
of education today is to be made by those weho, while diligent
students of the past, follow a clear vision of the future. To
Npke good on this vision, to make 'sure that what is believed
to be a vision is not something merely visionary, constant
council of the best equipped minds is required. This is
the best assurance of protection agginst serious mistakes.

Of all the questions in the field of.education, none lends
itself so well to the conference method as die one which has
brought this group together. America °boasts that it is the
melting pot vrfor all peoples. Here a new race is in the
making. The strengths of all races here combine to malc
the strength of the American. Among all these races, how-
ever, one fact is peculiar to the Negroes in whose interest'

6



FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 7

you have come together. They came to this country not of
their own choice. The change of their tatus to free men
only 70 years ago was the result of a conflict not of their
making.. That conflict left a national wound which was long
in healing. During that healing process this race of inno-
cent bystanders was in a very difficult position. The indus-
trial and agricultural life which had growa up around their

vinvoluntary servitude had to make radical adjustments into
which they ás free men could fit. This difficult process has
not yet been completed. But, thanks to the siatesmansiiip
and tolerance exhibited On every hand) that adjustmeRt is
being made so that we In now devote our aief thought to
the larger social, econ&nic, and cultural opportunities in
which Negroes are entitled- to share as citizeils of this
democracy.

The high native ability of the Negroes as 'a race has been
abundantly shown by their contributions to all phases of
Anierican culture. Their saving sense of humor and their
optimism nave brought them smiling through hardships
which would have meant disaster to lesser people. Their
lives have felt the mellówing influednce of willing self-sacri-
fice. These qualities are basic. They will assure rich re-
turns whenever, opportunities for advancement are made
possible to this rapidly rising people.

No longer is the issue essentially one of justice -to the
Negro, although we must realize that much injustice iiistill
to be overcome before we can really call America a land of
equality of opportuñi». The isue now is, howeier, much
more than this.

Times have changed for all of us. Conditions which, we
and our fathers learned how to face in the past no longer
exist. If we are to enjoy the rights and privileges of citizen-
ship in the chaged world that lies ahead 4 us we must
share its obligations and responsibilities as wefi. This prin-
ciple aPplies to áll of usi both Caucasian and 14egro. Who-
ever is to survive in this struggle will have to meet the stern
competition of the modern econ ic and industrial world
with an increased intelligence an skill.

But, in order to clQ this, the Negro must have moi* and
better education than he has received in the past, tuft' a
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larger proportion of the rne must receive the fundamentals
of a public-school education. Studies made by our Specialist
in Negro Education in the Office of Education reveal serious
deficiencies and inequalities in the Negroeducational facil-
ities. For example, it is 'estimated that in nòrmal times a
million, or nearly a third, of the Negro children are out of
school. This condition is partially due to the inadequ.acy
and inaccessibility of school &facilities. These studies show
also that 160,000 or one sixth of all Negro pupils of ,high-
school age in the States maintaining separate schools for
whitei and cC)lored children have no high 'schools at all in
the 230 counties in which they live. Furthermor6, it is
revealed that in Iii.ost of.the schools. that are provided for
colored children, of both elementary and high-school grade,
the buildings and facilities are inadequate. the courses of
dudy are ill-adapted to the needs of the children or of oúr
times,.and the teaciters are poorly 'prepared, overloaded, and
underpaid.

Why should we think of a Negro problem? Although
history records times iind places of a church problem, there
:is no such problev in America. History discloses many
instances when the peoples of Europev nations snarled at
each other across national boundaries, but these people live
happily side by side in America. Surely that tolerance
which has always been characteristic of America will enfold
all races in its generous arms. We 'can cease to think of
any race as a problem and instead, begin to take delight in
its achievements. With true generosity of spirit we can come
to ,wish for the success andlappiness of every race. Realiz-.

ing that we will all be the richer because of the diversity of
contributions made by all races, we should keep'open every

I. road along which any race can advahce. Cannot all races
becom'e positive in their cooperation and sympathetic in
their understanding rather thhn merely grudgingly respon-
sive td the demands of the situations in which they livel
Cannot all races seek to determine what part each can best
play in the social drama and each in genermis spirit support
the other on the stage of American life? For the better each
one plays his own part, the richer the reward, not only to
himself; but to every other one as well.

i
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROiS 9

If we are to hope that this spirit of positive cooperation
will grow and that the' Negro problem will be recognized
to be individual and not racial, the chief instrumentality
ready to our hands is education. This does not mean educa-
tion of the Negro alone-it means education of all the people.
Adequate educational facilities for any group should not bè
advocated primarily on the grounds of justice for that group,
but rather for the reason that only as education is adequate
can the group make its proper contribution to American
life. Confererices of representatiyes of the several groups
will not be held in the spirit of compromise, but in the spirit
of mutual helpfulness: not in the spirit of hitting upon the
least that must be done to maintain harmony and good will.
but of discovering instead the most that can be done to
establish each group in its mo.4 eiTective plaCe in the
American scene.

This conference will make progress, I hope, in building
broadloundations for the point of view that I have referred
to. I welcome you here in a spirit of friendly hospitality
and askire you of our desire to make available to'you what-
ever facilities we may have in the Dppartment of ihe
Interior.

EXCERPTS FROM ADDRESS OF MRS. FRANKLIN D. RÒOSEVELT

Its. Chairman, Dr. Zook, Ladies I Gentlemen : It is a
grept pleasure for me tò be with y u this morning because
I am following with interest all that ou are doink in this
conference. I noticed in the papers this nforning the fig-
ures given of the cost in certain States per capita for the
education of a colored child ancila a white child, and I
Could not help but think as I read that item how stupid we
are in sorne ways, for of course in any democracy the one
important thing is to see'a far as possible that every child
redeives at least the.. best education that that Child is able
toltssimilate. * * * I feel that while we have been for-
tun'ate iri this country in having many fine men and women
interested in the education of the Negro race, we have also
been slow, many of us who are of the white race, in realizing
how important not only to your race it is, but how impor-

A
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lo FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

ttot to our race, that you should have the best educational
advantages.

I believe that the Negro race has tremendous gifts to
bring to this country in the way of artistic development.
I think things come by nature to many of them that we have
to acquire, such as-ran appreciation of art and of music and
of rhythm. which we really has:e to galn very often through
education. I think that those things should be utilized for
the good of the whole Nation, that you should be allowed
and heli)ed to make your giratest contributlo along the
lines that you want %and that give you joy. And, therefore, I
am very happy to see this' conference, and I have the hope
that out of it will come a realization not only to you who are
here, but to all the people throughout the country who may
be listening in today and who may later come in contact with
those of you who are here, that we as a democracy in these
times must be able to grasp our problems, must have suffi-
cient general education to know not only what our diffi-
culties are, but what the Government is trying to do to help
us meet those difficulties. Without that ability in our people
*and without the willingness to s'acrifice on the part of the
people as a whole, in order that the younger generation may
develop this ability, I think we have harder times ahead of

than we have bad in the past. I thifik the day of selfish-
ness is over; the day ,of really working together has come,
and-we must learn to work together, all of us, regardless of
'race or cre,ed or cober; we must wipe out, wheitKer we find
it, any feefing that grows up, of intolerance, of ef that
any one group can go ahead alone. We go ahea together
or we go down together, and so may you profit ri!:w and for
the future by all that you do in this conference.

e
411.

EXCERFTS FAOM CLOSING ADDRESS

By HON. OSCAR L. CELPIIAN, Assistant Secretary of the Interior

This conference marks another step fo4rward at a period
when educators everywhere are sorely beset by the many
difficulties *hich have nec'essarily arisen as an aftgrmath
of the economic chaos out of which we are just enierging.
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATIVN OF NEGROES 11

It is during times such as these that ;we are so greatly
impressed with the necessity for exchange of ideas to the
end that each of us may be familiar with modern educational
trends. The problems4of present-day education are neither
racial nor sectipnal, but I know Mat most of you feel very
keenly that the strides which were being made in Negro
education have been retarded by present economic condition.;.
and acCordingly you sometimes becOme very discouraged.
You should riot be disheakebed. You should ra.t3wr welcome
this new challenge because it pr9vides an Opl)9IUflitV for
all 'of ou to demonstrate your ability to carry fo ward vour
educaiional banner in the face of adverse conditions.

The prbgress which has been made in the education of
the American Negro reflects great credit upon you and those
who preceded you. There is no field we may examine that
does not present outstanding examples' of Negro a-ccomplish-
ment, and posterity will consider with amazement the results
which have beeh shown because of your efforts. It would
be difficult in the extreme to catalog the numbers of Negroes
who have left this world infinitely &richer because they lived.
or those who are performing4. similar. service today.

The Negrorace has a precious heritage to maintain. To
me one of the most reassuring signs of the apprimch of
a new day for the Negro is the marked tendency at the pres-
ent time on the part of Negroes everywhere to recognize
the greatness of their heritage and then to take the initiative
themselves in a movement for ,continued self-development.
There are indications of this activity on every hand, not the
least is such a conference as the one we close this afternoon
on Fundamental Problems in The Education of Negroes. A
conference such as this could not Possibly have been planned
and carried out unless Negro men and womk of vision and
puipose had initiated the idea and stayed with the idea every
step of the way. To me, personally, a well as in mrofficial
caPacity hi the Department of the Interior, the conference
has meant a grelit, deal. It has been informational and inspi-
rational and has, I believe, helped me to a better comprehen-
sion of the educational problems confronting the Negro race
in America; problems.that are mutually vital to us as colored

141 727
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12 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

and white races, problems thu't we shall want to join our
. hapds and hearts in solving,, and tp --ohich we shall have to
dedicattour best efforts. I congratuhte you all én a cónven-
tion fortunitadby planned and fortunately executed.

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON NEGRO EDUCATION

By GEORGE F.

United States Commissioner r Education

The most significant charge in the law creating the United
States Offic:p,'._ a Education is th0, it should promote educa-
tion in all possibTh ways. This it aftempts to do by bringing
together the rnpst comprehensive *infli9rmation possible, in-
cluding:statistical data. From time to time it engages in
special studies of local or State educational situations, partly
as a matter of direct assistance and partly for 'the broader
significance which such studies may be to others in 'the pro-
fession. Finally, .it arranges conference's, large and small,
for the purpose of reviewing the past progress and possible
future development of various phases of éducation. The
Qffice of Education is, therefore, without .authority in educa-
tion except for that authority which sprints out of compre-
hensive information and excellency of service., This, I may
say, is the most pleasing type of authority in the field of
education for anyone to exercise. Hence, this Conference on
Negro EducAtion is a typical performance for the Office of
Education, expept that it seems to me that this one is of much
more than usual significance

At the close of the Civil War the Negro population num-
ber& approximately 5,090,000. A scant two generations
have gone by. There are yet among us both white and
colored who can recall distinctly the tragic days of slavery
with all its misery and hopele§sness. Hence, the social and
economic development of the colored rase in this country Izas
largely been a matter of recent decades indéed, the
memory of many men and women now living

Today the Negro population numbers 12,000,000. Mite
thousands own their homes. They grow the agricultural
prollucts of the South. They have migrated to the centers
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 13

of population in the North, where they have entered promi-
nently int9 the economic life of the community. They are
'indeed a very significant factor in the total social and (Fill-
tural life of our Nation.. This remarkable record of the
Negro race in America within the brief span of two genera-
tions may well be a source of great pride to all those who are
interested in the welfare- of the colored population. It is
indeed doubtful whether any group of people similarly situ-
ated have ,done more within so short a spaggìof time to lift
themselves to a higher plane of living.

I am sure, however, that I voice the aspirations "of this
large portion of fellow citizens when I declaie the record of
the past to be a strpkder incentive for the future. I tam con-
fident that it I's yonr solemn purpose to press on in the eternal
battle of self-improvement until representatives of your race
may be called' on for the most important responsibilities in
all walks.of life, and especially until the largest pssible pro-
portion of the colored population may have an opportunity
for that abundant life toward which we all aspire. * * *

Here in America education has been believed in as in few
nations in the world. The colored people, to whom educa-
tional opportunkies for a variety of reasons have come in
limited degree, realize thoroughly that education is not a
luxury to be paid for after necessities have been taken care
of, but an investment which determines the level of personal
and group development over the long future * * *.

We dre gaining some new conceptions of the function of
eduëatiori. Not many years ago education was synonymous
with the elementary school. In recent years, however, there
has been a. tremendous increase in high schools, resulting
in the enrollment in high schools of nearly 60 percent of the
age group ft:om which such students are drawin. In 16 of
the Southern and border States a few years ago the com-
parative figures for whites and colored were 35 percent and
10 percent, respectively. The proportion of those enrolled
in colleges and universities has also increased rapidly, though
naturally it has not kept pace with enrollment in the high
schools, either for whites or colored * * *.

We would strive for an educational system which will pro-
vide facilities for the further education of fathers and

,
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14 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

mothers as well as
)

for their children. Here, then, is a test
of our zeal for education. If thOre are atult i.rates in
your communiti, let us not rest until they are abWto okain
a chlonicle 'of life through the written word as well as the
spoken word. Those who have the elementary tools of edu-
cation need the inspiration' of teachers in formal classes or
discussion groups as to the-interpretation of life in the corn-
munity, State, and Nation. Those who have been fortunate
enough to progress through the eqvivalent of elementary and ;
secondary school should be able to obtain that continued
access' to the wells of knowledge and irispiration which will
help them to go on to places of leadership and responsibility.

Such an emphasis on adult education is especially impor-
tant for any group of people.which begins its upward climb
at such a disadvantage as was true of the c.olored people
two generations ago. I commend, therefore, to you the adult
education movement not only for those who were unfor-
tunate enough to be denied educational advantages in their
youth but for all others in order that no matter how much
progress 'an individual may have made in childhood and
youth he may hav,e opportunitY to elevate himsV to new
levels of culture and' responsibility.

I wish next for you to think with me about education in
a more comprehensive sense than has usually been our cus-
tom. The schoolhousb unpainted on the outside, and crude
benches on the inside, is often not a thing of beauty or inspi-
ration. No one tfiinks of it as a center of recreation except
perhaps for , a few special occagons' each year. It has no
bpoks to lend tp. curious reader's. As a health center it is a
total loss. Seldom does it serve as a-place for group discus-
:ions or for musical entertainment. Yet all these things
and more the schools obthe future will be. In other Words,
.school. plants will 'be large enough so that they can be not
only modern and economical in the education of children but
also so that they will be Centers avhiterest to young and old
alike.

. I believe that schools which are - in effect community
centers will go far toward solving the problems of social life
among the colored people. It will :replace the drab life of
the rural community and give an opportunity for a cultural
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expression which I believe to be espeCially suited to the
interests of the colored people. In this way the school
becomes for the colored people the center of recreation., the
inspiratión of còntinued effort, and the liope for'emancipa-
tion from every limitation now impeding his struggle up-
ward and onward

This conference has been calle0 for tlie pui:pose of taking
stock in a comprehensive way of the, developments in Negro
education and .of promoting a deeper understanding among
all members of the race of the implications and significance
of. education in all aspects of life. You who participate in
the work of this conferencv,.-will enjoy, I am sure, a rare
privilege. It is, however, a privilege which is attended
with corresponding responsibility, namely, the respònsibility
of attrying back to your several States and communities
tlie inspiration and the plans made liere for better and
greater things in the education of the colored pèople. You
Will not fail, I am sure, in undertaking to deliver so impor-
tant a messake of hope and life to those whom you serve
in your several home communities.

e.
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PART II. SUMMARY REPORTS OP FUNCTIONAL
COMMITTEES

HOME LIFE

4 'Chairman,- MRS. MARY MCLEOD BETHUNE, President, Bethune-Cook-
tn:an College; Vice Chairman, FORILESTER B. AsHuilGTON, -Director,
Atlanta School of gooial Work.

OBJECTIVE : EQUAL x NOMIO OPPORTUNITY, AND POLITICAL AND
sOCIAL JUS;ICE FOR ALL, WHICH WILL MAKE POSSIBLE THE REALIZATION
AND MAINTENA7C'E OF HOME AND FAMILY LIFE IN KEEPING WITH AMMU-'
CAN IDiCAL8 AND STANDARDS.

INTRODUCTION
ri

The home, the most ol: .,!rtant single institution in Dur
organized group life, is of the main pillars upon which
civilizations rest. In spite of its sighificant role in the
scheme of things, not enough thought and intdligence have
been'given to the development and improvement of home
life among Negroes.

.41

In our present changing society it is increasingly difficult
to create and maintair,a harmohious and effective family
and home. It ig, therefòre, more necessary to give attention
to the education of% individuals for homemaking and general
home relatioriships than was true in the past.

From the vocational viewpoint more persons are engaged
, in homemaking than in other occupations. Through the
home most of our needs and wants are supplied. It is esti-
mated that 85 percent of the spending for retail goods kitr-
done by women (as homemakers) .

From the viewpoint of general home relationships pro,c74 ,
tically everyone is involved throughout die major part of his
life as a contributor to or receiver of the benefits of a home.).'
Because of the necessity for cooperation and because of their
'responsibilities in the witole matter of honfe life it is Is
important that men ánd boys receive instruction in home
relationships as it is for women and girls.

16
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 17

CHANGED FUNCTIONS OF THE HOME

Many of the functiOns' which were lormerly aNu.metI by
he.home havé been transferred to other agencies and ihstir------Itutions, respiting in an: aimost -complete reorganization of

the hoine,:ald necessitating,* chahge in attitudes toward it
and iniprovemeht, in p`réparation for effective 'functioning
as members in it.

The home once broduced most of our food and clothing;
these are now produCed -by hundreds of agencies,throughout
the wòrld. In days gone by the home was considered to be
the proper and only sphere for the activities of women ;. today women are successfully Comtpeting with men in everywalk of life. Formerly the home largelY provided wil'at
opportunities theré were .for the recreation arid personal
development of its member's; now the parks, thè vies,6viesI the,dance halls, and othqr forms oT commercialized entertain-

. ment are 'the primary sóùxiés fOr recreation. In former
days the family fireside provided the oppçefruity to instill
in children the ideals. and principles wbich make for strong
character, and the spirit of family unity ; in these moderndays, for many people, the liome has become a convenient
place----osapied only at irregular intervals.

If our civilization continues, the home must again assiime
its strategic position in character development, and in some
of the other social functions. This means that people mustbe taught how to adjust themselves to the changed and

_ changing hope; how to use it for new purposes, and how to
relate its activities to all the othercitii-esi -and faCtors in. , , .

s

society.
PLACX OF EDUCAOPON

we

-4.

Ari ion of the cóurses,tf study used in many in§ti-
i tutions shows;that some attention is being given to the prob-
,,

lem of educationf9rlome and family life. Work in 119u8e--
hold .arts, soelai ciences,,,keldth, and psyçhQ1961s fre-.

-nueutly adapted tt4e ne.eds of students'in developing more
°: hdesome persona tiesclearer understanding concerning
the problemEi of tie home, and better home relatiOnships.

However, there is 'still much to be dope by the school in
assuming its majOr responsibility for imkoving the hope.
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18 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

It should concern itself with the present as well as the fu-
, ture. In dealing with the piesent status of home life it

.will work through both the pupils and parents. The im-
provement of the home in the future will be achiev0 mainly
through the education given the pupils now2

Whether the task is attacked thrAgh the regular scho'ol
subjects, a special class, or through an activity program,
the materials of instruction for those taught should be
drawn directly from their experiences in their homes, neigh-
borhoods, and communities. Whatever administrative ar-
rangement is designed to teach kiine relationships, the-value
of diffusing the instruction through the entire curriculum
should not be overlooked. Practically every- subject can be
tised in this connectionliterature, art, mugic, social studies,
practical arts, science, and mathematics. The important
thing is to disseminate the idea throughout the school,
among. teaChers and pupils, that improved home relation-
ships is .one of the major objectives of their school activity,
and that the acquirement of knowledge, skill, appreciations,
,attitudes, andoideals by whatever means, should conduce to
the attainment o'f that goal. The thought shoùld. prevail
that ohe of the tests of educatión is improved home rela-

- tionships.

EDUCATION OF NEGRO NOT FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT

The nature of the problems in the education of the Negro
for home and, family life is not different 'from that of any
other group. The Negro has more problems bécause of -his
lack of economic and civic security. However, these prob-
lems will be solved by an .educational technique in nowise
different -from that used in the solution a the problems of
other groups of people.

MANY PROBLNMS OF NEGRO CIVIC RATHER .THAN
EDUCATIONAL

Many of the problems of the Negro that are apparently
educational are really civic in nature. The inequality of
the distribution of funds for the education( of Negroes in
many of the States maintaining selparate schools- is well
known. Hew Negroes can receive their proper share of
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROEP 19

available school funds is a civic problem of serious propor-
tions.

Economic independence does not prevent ,restriction of
opportunity for cultural advancement as seen in the re-
stricted use of libraries, museums, theaters, movie houses,
and other centers of amusement and culture. This applie's
to public as well as private institutions.

The problem of retaining a proportionate numbe; of Ne-
groes in the country is civic rather tkan educational. Teach-
ers cannot instill in their pupils a desire tc livé in rural
areas until there is adequate assurance of legal protection
and until adequate educaltional facilities are provided.
These are matters for the attention of city, State,iand county
authorities. - .

. Most schools attempt to carry out a program of health,
but lessons learned in schools are not always carried over
into the homes. The problem o'f extension qf the school's
influence into the home also has civic implications. Until
housing conditions are improved little can be done in the
schools towitrd parental cooperation and toward improve-
ment of health conditions in the homes.

INCULCATING, SOCIAL YALU

One means of inculcating social values ig the troduction
of° courses in..Negra history .inNegro schools and.colleges.
The Negro has created a unique culture in Ameriqa. A
knowledge of these facts would have.considerable influence
in fortifying the Negro child for .succesful contacts with
the outer world. " Since thcf great majority òf Negro par-
ents have not had the saravducationa1 4ipportunitits as the

....-whites; it important that Adult.education be available to
them. It should include paienthood education educa-
tion for %aesthetic taste and appreciation ', wand instruci$ion
in modein educational trends.' Tile program should. pro:
vide for the illiterate adult as Weft as the literate adult who
wiihes to continue his eduqation."

.s.

NEED OF EDUCATION FOR COMMA! MS

For many years it has been accepted that thining should
be given at publis expense toe fit jouth and adults for Fto
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20 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

duction of goods, but equal emphasis has not been placed
on their education for the intelligent consumption of
It is recognized that training for effective participation in
home and family °life, through the teaching of home eco-
nomics, is a function of the public schools, but only in rare
instances has education for consumption been made more
than a very in6dental part of the program. With the recog-
nition of the importance of the consumer under the opera-
tion of the N. R. A. and the A. A. A., this type of education
is being introduced into. the homemaking programs of a few
schools. It should bg introduced into all home-economics
programs.

Informatrahon consumption and on materials dealing
with consumers' problems is being compiled with surprising
rapidity. From these sources content material adapted tcr
both youth and adults may be selected and organized into
instructional units for school purposes. Such materials are
in harmony with the implications of the statement in the
President's address that he looked forward- to the day when.
consumers would be equipped with such information as
would enable them to demand fair prices and honest sales.
These materials will call for special classroom methods and
projects that will not only give stgeents information but
will furnish practice in discharging the responsibilities de-
volving upon consumers under conditions with which they
are familiar and which exist in their homes.

PROBLEMS IN IMPROVING HOME LIFE, OF NEGROES ,

In order to improve the home life of the Negro several
lines of attack must be followed, and many related _problems
and factors of a civic and economie nature must be consia-
ered. Among them the following are of special and imme-
diate concern: (1) His low income, resulting in lack of
security and stability; (2) location of his home in the
poorest arid most insanitary sections of the community, with-
out adequate streets, pavements, water., supply, lights, sew-
age, drainage, and fire and police protection;% (3) housing
problems, such is exorbitant rient, financing the purchase
of homes, fire hazards, lack of modern conveniences; (4)
insufficient preventive facilities, such. ail homes for delin-

a
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 21

quents, truant and probation officers, and homes arid schools
for the mental and physical tlefectives and recreational facil-

I ities, (5) lack of political activityforced or voluntary ;

(6) lack of social and legal justice; and (7) need for im-
provement of the vocational, citizenship, and health status

e of Negroes.
Among the educational problems and factors that should

At-

receive attention in the effort to imprOve the home life of
the Negro LÌ:re the following: (1) Illiteracy; (2) pupil mor-
tality; (3) mental hygiene and personnel; (4) guidance of°
children.in present home relationships and for future home
relationships; (5) education for parenthood and for intelli-
gent consumption; and (6) parent-teacher and community-
school relationships.

" The Ntgro home is an emotional haven." If, it is to
discharge its rightful function' as an agency for personality
adjustment and charader formation, all the forces of organ-

.

ized society, of which education is one of the most important,
must be brought to bear on the problem.

VOCATIONS

Chairman, T. ARNOLD HILL, Acting Executive Seoretary, National
Urban League; Vice Chairman, R. O'HARA LANIER, Dean, Efoutton
Junior Cotiege

OBJECTIVE: ARILQUATE. PROVISION FOR P4113SSIONAL AND VOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATION Ain GUIDANCE, CONDUCTED BY PROPERLY TRAINMPER-
SONS,' AND VARIED ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUAL INTEREBTS AND ABILMES

INTRODUCTrON

A person's vocatiori has -significant bearing on his family
life and home relationships. Where one lives and how one
lives, his house, the comforts provided his family, the op-
portunities furnished for e'ducafion and recreatión depend
largely on the occupation he pursues. Education, therefore,
should assume satisfactory vocational ad¡ustment4ts one of
its majbr objectives. Such education will lead the pupil
from immediate interests centered in his home life to more
distant interests of vocational life, revealing a synthesis
which will advance and enrich both.
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j 22 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

The sclool should discharge its obligation to the voca-
tional life of the community through the following six
definite provisions: (1) Assis.tance to each pupil in studying
himself; (2) opportunities_and incentives to study the work
of the world; (3) guidance in the selection of a vocatioq,'
$(4) prevocatiobal and vocational education in the essential
knowledges, skills, appreciations; attitudes, and dispositions
(5) assistance in securing employment; and (6) assistance
and guidance in making progressive vocational adjustments
and advancement.

`''..11i*/ VOCATIONAL DEMANDS

The economic and social changes are making increasing
anij more exacting demands dn all workers. They are re-
quired to have more general as well as more specific knosyl-
edge they need more skill and grater flexibility in special-
izations and they need better physical health, greater
adaptability, and more intelligence:

Faced with this situation workers are finding it more diffi-
cult to prepare for vocations, harder to make a living at the
vocations for which they prepared, and harder to make ad-
vancement in their chosen careers.

In addition to these general problems\faced by all work-
ers, there are special difficulties and needs faced by each class
of workersthose in commerce and industry, those in farm-
ing, and the homemakers.

Such factors complicate the problem facing all schools in
tlileir attempts to achieve vocational objectives. H9wever,
schools for Negroes have other special factors to réckon
with in adjusting their pupils to the work-a-day world.

SPECIAL FACTORS IN VOCATIONAL LIFE OF NEGROES

The attitude of Negroes toward work has been coloréd by
their experiences during slavery. Because of the hard and
constant physical labor involved in -slavery they have at-
tached an opprobrium to all, manual work.

Moreovér, the general attitude of the country as a whole
toward work has not exerted a wholesome inhuence on the
Negro. Success in America has too often been measured by
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FUNDAMENTALS /N THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 23

one's ability to escape work. Together these factors have
caused maily well-meaning persons to advocate a purely
classical education to the exclusion cif one -of a mbre practi-
cal nature, often accentuating thereby the traditional dis-
dain for work.

P The deleterious effect of this " complex " toward -Work was
not felt so kéenly as lpng as worl was plentiful and while
the Nation was still in a comparatively undeveloped state.
The competition between white and colored labor was not
particularly keen. for the reasonthat the ambitious whites
found ample outlet for tileir talénts in fields in which few,
if any, Negroes were employed. However, with the rise of
indtistrialism and the consequent increase of unemployment
many of the occupations formerly hellLexclusively by Ne-
grefes have been filled by whites. In !rose occupations in
which they formerly dominated Negroes are rapidly being
replaced. .

The -reason for the dislodgment of Negioes from their jobs
is not attributable wholly to prejudice aild the pressure on
the part.of the whites who are williug to take any kind pf
work available. Although these are important factors, an-
other reason has been the indifference and aversiotr Which
the Negro has exhibitid toward his work, mentioned earliet,
and his ujnwillingness to study his job and apply the most
modern methods and prooedures in its execution. In the face \
of this situation Negroes are confronted with the necessity
of finding the causes, studying the factors, ana 'devising a

* solution of the problems involved.
ID

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE CHAS1GING SOCIETY

The term " voca t iona 1 education " includes all types of
education which are organizig primarily trproduce occupa-
tional efficiency in any field.'

There was a time when vocational eduhtion considered
itself apart from a:consideration of wages, working hours,
leisure time, thrift, old-age, and other similar factors; but
modern education considers the increasing urbanization of
workers with thq social and economic implications involved,
and the rapid mechanization of industry with its effect
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24 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

upon skilled and semiskilled work, as interrelated parts of
the same problem, and as bearing on any program of *oca-
tionM education.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF NEGROES

The same principles underlying the vocational education
of whites should be applied to the vocational education of
Negroes1; and in the main the problems involved are the
same. Frequently, however, there should be a difference in
emphasis in certain phases of the educational program. For
example, there are problems of adult education and place-.
ment of graduates which, because of the Negro's social and
eConomic relationships, may call for special adaptations.it is interesting to note the intcrease in the number of
Negroes employed in many occupations. In some occupa-
tions the percentage of increase. has been higher- Pbthan the

°increase of all workers in those particular occupations. The
following are examples of significant increases during the
last decade: Actors and showmen, 114.5 percent; college
presidents and professors, 101.8 percent; dentists, 59.8 per-
cent; lawyers, judges, and justices, 31.2 percent; physicians
and surgeons, 8.7 percent, which was lower than the rate of
increase for the Negro population (13.6 percent) ; school
teachers, 53.3 percent; trained nurses, 71.4 percent; ,libra-

.rians, 204.3 percent; and social and welfare woikers; 81.5
spercent.

Vocational edticittion programs in addition to other 4ac-
tors should be based on trends as revealed in such figures

I as cited above. Similar statistics should be .compiled for
-all occupations.

VOCATIONAL OFFERINGS IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

At the present time there seems to be little or no disposi-
tion to plan vocational offerings ir the schools and colleges
for Negroes in relation to the needs of individuals or in line
with revealed trends.

The curricula of the high schools are predominantly
academic. Where they do attempt to offer vocational workMs frequently dor with 'obsolete machines and materialsand antiquated Iptihoch. Many of the schools have been
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so occupied with meeting- accrediting standards that they
liave neglected the more immediate and pressing claims of
students for an education that would fit them effectively to
meet the demands of present-day life.

What is said of the high schools is equally true of the
colleges, and especially of the land-grant collegys. Many of
these institutions, organized mainly for the purpose of giv-
ing instruction in agriculture and the mechanic art,s, have
neglected this phase of Their work for the purely academic.
Negro land-grant colleges have too frequently attempted to
become prototypes of the liberal arts colleges, and have re-
stricted their vocational offerings. Their main vocational
emphasis has been on teacher preparation, and even here
it is claimed that they often have failed to develop pro-
grams in terms of the actual needs of the students and the
community.

In view of the present plight of Negroes as a result of
the reorganization taking place in agriculture and industry
and of the application of science and modern inventions to
the more common occupations, it is incumbent upon schools
and colleges to address themselves realistically' to the task
of preparing boys and girls to make a livelihood, where
they are, and in the occupation for which their capabilities
and interests and circumstances séem to fit them. In addi-
tion, these schools and colleges must assume some responsi-
bility in reeducating adults and in helping them to adjust
themselves occupationally and to make advancement in their
jobs.

VOCATIONAL OFITAILNGS OUTSIDE THE SCHOOL

Several agencies have developed programs to assist Negro
adults to improve themselves vocationally. Among them
are the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s, the Urban League, and the
Atlanta and Harlem Adult Education Experiments. More
recently the Federal Emergency Relief Administration,. has
promoted an adult-education program. The vocational-edu-
cation programs of all these agencies have been helpful.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE IN NEGRO SCHOOLS

It is quite apparent that vocational iuidance, while ac-
cepted as valuable rn the occupational adjustment of stu-

.
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dents, has found little place din equcatiQnal insautibns for
Negroes. 604

The difficulties- encountered&by Negroes in employment
make vocational guidance more necessary for them than
for white students because of the exceptional- occupational
difficulties they face.

In view of this fact it is significant to note the recent
interest manifested in guidance. Consideration is being
given to individual analysis, occupational a'nalysis, and
methods and techniques of counseling, and scientific re-
searches are under way. However, in spite of this activity,
provisions are inadequate and Negro teachers and adminis-
trators should participate more in the guidance movement
and incorporate the best practices into their own work.

CERTAIN PROBLEMS IN THE VOCATIONAL- ÉDUCATION OF
NEGROES

In considering the vocational education and guidance of
Negroes there are many problems and factors that need to
be taken into consideration. Amongethem are the follow-
ing: (1) Technological advance; (2) occupational shifts;
(3) unionization; (4), agricultural disorganization; (5) dis-
advantages and insecurity of farni life; (6) difficulty of

. obtaining farm credit ; (7) evils of the share-cro.pper system;
(8) racial situations; (9) industrialization; and (10) urban-
ization and population movements.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of the facts presented, it,is recommended (1) that
means be devised to widen the Negroes' opportunities for
profitable employment in all fields of endeavor commensu-
rate with their capacities and abilities; (2) that a Nation-
wide personnel and vocational bureau be established which
will combine the essential features of placement, guidance,
and occupational research; and (3) that a comprehensive
vocationaPeducation program be inaugurated in sfhools and
colleges. The inauguration of stich' programs should in-
volve: (a) Revised school and college curricula; (b) voca-
tional guidance; (c) work-study plan; (d) less bmphasis on
acquirement of specific skills and more on development of

.4)
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flexibility find power of adjustment; (e) study. of economic
and social problems; (f) ealuation of attitudes and points
of view regarding vocations and vocational educatión (g)
vocational reeducation and rehabilitation pripgrams; (h)
.nonschool (i) prevocational, evening, and continu-
ation schools; (j) community enlightenment; and (k) co-

..

ordination and integration of factors to assure better dis-
tribution, and to prevent undersupply and oversupply of
workers.

CITIZENSHIP

Chairman, V. E. DANIEL, Dean, Wiley College ; Vice Chairman, -How-
' ARD H. LONG, A8sistant Superintendent, in Charge of Research,

Washington, D. C.
a

OBJECTIVE: FULL PARTICIPATION IN ALL PHASES OF LIFE IN AOCORD-
ANCE WITH THE HIGHEST IDEALS AND PRACTICES OF GOOD CITIZENSIIIP.

INTRODUCTION

The Declaration of Independence declared the Negro s
citizenship; the Constitution gudránteed it ; and the decisions
of 'the Supreme Court have upheld it. As important and
essential as these are, the Nvro has; nevertheless, failed
to realize full citizenship in America. The reasdns for this
failuie are many and complex, the more important ones
being the matter of attituCiesthe attitude of- the majority
group, and of the Negro himself. Both are amenable to
education.

ATTAINMENT OF CITIZENSHIP
vie

The Negro Must, first of all, really, feel his potential citi
zenship and strive to realize it., This is possible only
through a broad program of education, which will (1) in-
form him concerning his race as fi factor in ihe progress of
civilizationNegroes have made and are still making sig-
nificant and essential contributions to American
individuals and groups, and through.brain and brawn; (2)
develop wit4in him the general knowledge and habits essen-
tial for good citizenship, individually and socially, and the
disposition to use the knowleage and habits in the attain-
ment of the highest ideáls and besi fruits of citizenship;
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28 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

and (3) develop what some have termed " a minority-group
strategy ", in educating the majority group concerning the
better aspects of the race, and in changing the attitudes of
this group toward Negro citizenship. 'these methods must
go hand in hand with the regularly constituted government
machinery which brings to bear the majesty of the law,
when education and persuasion fail. This educational pro-
aram must include idults asbwell as children.

ATTITUDE OF MAJORITY GRQUP

In the second place, the majority group should be willing
to learn and understand the facts and conditions of the
Negro's life and his relation to the life of the Nation, and
to develop a diTosition to deal fairly and justly with the
Negro in providing opportunities for him to enjoy "life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness " in keeping with ideals
and practices of good citizenship.

A good citizen should not only discharge his personal re-
sponsibility to society through loyalty to the Government,
obedience to law, and payment of taxes, but should also
participate effectively in the cultural life surrounding him
through such activities as voting, officeholding, police and
jury service, administration of public welfare and edtca-
tional agencies. In turn, he ghould be guaranteed an equal
opportunity to .enjoy those benefits vouchsafed to all
citizens.

DETERRENTS TO NEGROES' REALIZATION OF CITIZENSHIP

Some of the factors preventing the Negro's realization of
full citizenship status are: Vested interest of majority
group; 'Negro's complacency and lack of race solidarity race
prejudice; political corruption; disfranchisement, discrim-
ination and segregatikii; legal injustices; unfair suffrage
qualifications; and misinformed public opinion.

NEGRO'S CITIEENSHIP STATUS

A large majority of the Negro population belong's to the
laboring group. In addition to the disabilities suffered as
members o r a disadiantaged group, this minority suffers the
han I.: imposed upon a disadvantaged racial group. Be-
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cause of the lack of legal security, because of the virtual
peonage accompanying the .farm-tenancy and share-cropper
system, and because many of o.ur leading social institutions
are doing little or nothing to change the traditional attit de
toward the citizenship of Negroes. the Negro rural ma
do not feel that they are in any way part of the Americ
Government and do not expect to exercise the privileges
citizenship nor to assume its responsibilities. In many
sections of the United States even iirban Negroes who are
expected to assume citizenship in the form of personal
responsibility in the payment of taxes and in other ways, are
denied the exercise of citizenship in the way of functional
pirticipation, and are faced with the fact that " a voteless
citizen is a political zero in a democracy."

CITIZENSHIP A FUNCTIONAL MATTER

Increased functional participation of the NegTo astka citizen
gives " enhanced respect and increased prestige in the eyes
of people generally, more justice in courtt, better educa-
tional opportunities, an improved economic status, decrease
in crime and delinquency, and improved cominunity health
conditions 7, while it gives the community " better local gov-
erment, generally increased renect. for law and legal insti-
tutions, a generally improved quality of social *life through
the gradual elimination of a delinquent and largely igno-
rant.group, arid greater cooperation on the part of the Negro
in, furthering worthy social enterprises."

EDUCATION AND CITIZENSHIP

What is being done to furtlyr the cause 'of citizenship
through educational agencies? For convenience such efforts
may be classified as direct and indirect. Indirect methods
include general mass training and mass eradiqation of illit-
eracy. Direct academic efforts include traditional courses
in American Government, Negro history, elementary so-
ciology, and elementary economics. In addition to the more
formal academic efforts we have community activities in the
form of the organization of political, quassi-political, and
defense groups, as well as the following out in the loc.al
iituatipn of programs initiated by national organizationsw

ft
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mono which are the National Association for the Advance-
nient of Çolored People, the National Urbtin League, the
Christian associations, and the Negro Business League. Be- .

°sides these movements we have in the South the interracial
m'ovement and the Porbody Conference on Education-:-:arta
Race Relations.
'Various white high-school instructors are being given per-
mission to have their classes in government "operate a
municipal government for a day." This privilege should
be sought by instructors in Negro higli schools. As a matter

fostering better racial feeling between the.citizns of
tomorrow, efforts ai .an exchange of instructors in similar
fields in white and Negrro schools fora day's duration mitt 1

be attempted. At the beginning, it might be better to at-
tempt this unofficially, making the arrangements through
individual acquaintances with instructors and their princi-
pals. Also, having various governmental officials lecture
to classes on specific phases of government machinery. e. g.,
executive, legislative, judicial.

Junior police are used in many cities. It is an excellent
way to train for citizenship. and should be introduced inks"
other communities. Citizenship projects include tho§e Aof.4
the Austin High School, Knoxville, Tenn., and the Booker
T. Washington High School, Atlanta, Ga., in the field of
mock city elections. In Atlanta delegates are seni to a
natienal convention in which candidates for president a-nd
vice president are chosen. This is followed by a campaign
that concludes with an appeal over the radio station. The
students &come qualified voters by paying 1-cert poll tax.
The qualified voters ón the appointed date cast their ballots.

Citizenship ideals may be fostered through the drama.
Every school should foster periodic patriotic exercises. A
fertile field for cooperative activity is that of athletic and

--forensic competition. Art, technique, and skill know no
coIor,,and the participants are tiklick to recognize that fact.
In cities maintaining separate playgrounds, efforts at inter-

., racial contests may prove valuable. Competent supervisors
in muniCipal parks and playgrounds furnish local training
for citizenship in Iéaching fair play, group actiiity and coft
operatiod, community pride, respect for aiithority, and gen-
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eral good behavior. AnotHer possibility is dot C)f emphasiz-
ing reading of civic news rather than limiting one's
to comics, sports, and fashions. v

.

CITIZENSHIP AND RACE.PSYCHOLOGY

There is a psychological difference between the man who
feels himself qualified to4 keep pace in the race with his
fellows (or even able to set the pace) and the.man who finds
himself handicappeA at the starCbecause of ciefective prepa-
ration. From the point of view of citizenship, such a 'person
does not have the proper social incentive to the best type of

possible in a political unit: Programs for citi-
zenship training should disoutage undesirable artificial
limitatiims of individuals or groups of individuals whether
¡imposed by economic conditions. community patterns. or
racial antipathy.

CITIZENSHIP TRAINING TOO FORMAL

.Training in citizenship on lower school levels is too often
of a formal type and does" not get far beyond flag saluting
and patriotic effusion. A type of school activity is needed
Which will bring the ehild into immediate relationship with
and knowledge of governmental ftinctions in the community
'where he is. Pupils should know how taxes are collected,
-how they arse distributed, and what is the cost of collection
and distribution. ney should know the function of gov-
érnment, the duties bf governmental officials, local and State,
and how to evaluate the services rendered by officials in 19cal
communities.

d

V

TRAINING THROttil COURSES AND PROJECTS

If government is taught as theory, there is no particular
urge -.for the student to feel.that good government is depend-
ent on his " carrying on." Courses in government may 63
improved by the adoption of textbooks based.' upon the

_. . project method whereby miniature civic situatio are sét,
up and the students are made to enact the part ayed by
officials voters and citizens in general. Indust
mercial, and political geography may be taught so as to,give
a broader view than that of the local community. Courses
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ih elementary law should be based on a functional interpre-
, tation of right,§ and resphsibilities of the 'Nod citizen.

Lecture material should supplement the textbooks, most of
which are written for white children.

TRAINING IN JUDGING WORTHY LEADERSHIP

TheNegro hild as *a member of a minority group, should
have special trainiiig in how to judge worthy leadership,
On. one hand, he should know what constitutes bad leader-
ship. Examples should be drawn from world history and
not confined to any race, thus minimizing emotional
sponses. On the other hand., it is advisable to' single out the
virtues of good leaders who have been true to their con-
stituency and who have made personal sacrifices to achieve

'those long-range social benefits which are the aims of wise
leadership.

RECOMMESTDATIONS

In view of the general citizeittip status of .Negrees as
herein s-et forth, the following recommendations are made
in regard to education :

(1) That the right of the Negro to vote- be given as much
consideration as his right to freedom,' to hold property.,
to'education, and to the full enjoyment of the social herit-
age. They are all essential elements ,of citiz

(2) That,,because of the equality in racial capa ies and
identity' of standards for both races, NegroEs should have
the same lard of citizenship training given white- prsons
of similar socio-economic status.

(3) That objectives of the' education of Negroes pe in ac-
cord with community needs, and Ole, this principle be
applied to their citizenship training. dft

(4) That the administrative set-up and curricula of public
schools for Negroes be recognized in order to provide for
better citizenship t:raining.

(5) That immediate steps be taken to strengihen the work in
citizenship training in colleges for Negroes.

(6)- That the citizenship training of Negroes be not re-
stricted to particular courses, but become a. part of the
latier aims of all school activities.
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i(7) That gmater effort be made to enlighteri the majority
group concerning past and present contributions of the
Negro to civilization, and to disseminate facts about situ-
itions in which Negroes have functioned effectively in all
phasehif citizenship.

(8) That Negroes be allowed greater participation in mak-
ing and aOministering laws.

(9) That the Negro be given increased facilities in and
greater participation in the administration of public-wel-
.fare agencies, such as schools, recreational centers, hos-
pitals, libraries, and homes and chools for delinquents.

(10) That efforts be made to increase the se`nse of responsi-
bility of public officials in giving Negroes justice.

(11) That a broad and continual educational and citizen-
ship program be developed for children and adults to
supplement the work of schools, in order that ev'ery in-
dividual may have an opportunity to attain the highest
ideals of citizenship of which he is capable.,
It cannot be stressed too strongly that improvement in the

Negro's home life, vocation, health, recreation, and charac-
ter depend largely on improvement of his citizenship status.

RECIIEATION AND LEISURE-TIME ACTIVITIES

Chairman, E..T. ArrwELL, Field Director, Bureau of Colored Work,National Reoreati4" Association, New York, N. Y.:. Vice Chairman°,
CHARLES E. REED, Manager, Field Deportment, National liecreation
Association, New York, N. Y.

OBJECTIVE: ADEQUATE PROVISION FOR WHOLESOME RECRICATIONAL
ACTIVITIES AND ADEQUATE TRAINING FOR THE BETTER USE OF LEI'SURE
TIME.

INTRODUCTION

.It is generally conceded that the present state of our
civilization.is due in part to a one-sided development of
society. Wo. have advance/d materially and intellectually,
but not socially and spiritually. We have developed ma-
chines and processes, but not an_Otitude Which will assure
the wise and wholesome use of these machines and processes.
The offeceof this one-sided development is paiticularly evi-
dent in our recreational life and in the use of our increasing

, leisure time:
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INCREASE IN LEISURE TIME

One outstanding result of the depression is the increase of
leisure time for great masses of peoplethroughout the world.
There was a time when most °of ône's waking hours were
spent in work, but very soon much of one's waking hours may
be devoted to leisure. The release from labor and increase
of leisure have cpme to stay. The question that looms large
is, Wilat shall we do with this leisure? Certainly the answer
to it will have much to do with the kidd of personalities
that will make up the next generation. Dr. Jacks, a British
educator says that " °Unless we moderns can learn to use
creatively the leisurevnluntary and enforcedthat the
machine is giving us, civilization as we know it will go to
pieces."

THE APPEAL OF COMMERCIAL AGENCIES

Commexcialism, ready to take advantage of each oppor-
-tunity, is encouriging 'us to play by proxy. " For -the priv-
ilege. of playing vicariously America pays billions of dol-
lars a year to corumércial recreation whi0 does not re-create
and which is saervating rather than energizing." Many
have accused IA of being a nation afflicted with the disease
of " spectatoritis." The machine age has increased the' vari-

, ety of opportunities for play, but it has not increased our
participation. We wish to be amused rather than invigor-

. ated And as our leisure time increasés we are in danger of
losing the capacity for enjoying that leisure to the full.

RECREATION AND MENTAL HEALTH

The state of mental health in which we find ourselves to:,
dity is to be lamented, and it is largely due to a lack of em-
phasis on personality development. Neurotics, psychopaths,
split personalities, and any number of other, persons with
'mental and 'nervous defect9%appear to be on the increase.
The responsibility of the school br utiliiing every available
agency to proverit this increase Tstremendbus. Une of the
most effective of such agencies is recreation througk the wise
use of leisure.

To.
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TRAINING FOR LEISURE AN EDUCATIONAL PROBLEM

Modern educators are realizing that through Play and the
formerly neglected leisure side of life there is a great," op-
portunity for building up that higher. and nobler hum
which the old system, concentrated at the other end, gave
little promise of achieving." The discovery and proper use
of these educatioñal possibilities may mark the dawn of a
new era in education.

The development of the necessary knowledge, skill,' atti-
tudes, iikals, and dispositions in this whole field.of leisure-
time use is as much a responsibility of the school as any-
thing it is Now doing. In this connection, too much empha-
sis cannot be placed on the thought that play is not the
only recreative activity. It may be reaAing, looking at pic-,
tures, handicraft,' painting, singing, and conversation, to
mention only a few.

The curriculum of every school should be so constructed,
and every teacher and administrator should have such an
interest in the matter, that every individual in the com-
munity, old and young, will have his leisure-time activities
enriched thereby.

Mo

RESPONSIBILITY OF COLLEGES IN DEVELOPING LEADER-4

SHIP

One of the basic nkeds in education for recreation and
leisure time is trained leadership. Young peopledesirous of
becoming leaders in recreation and who are talented in one
phase of recreational activity, fcir example, recreative ath-
letics, games, and sports, should be led to see the contribu-tion of the social sciences, psychology, guidance, public
speaking, music and art, handicraft,'ana other fields to the
tealization of their goal.

RESPONSIBILITY OF SCHOOLS IN PROVIINGI RECREA-
TIONAL ACTIVITIES

In the average community the school for Negroes is the
center around which social and general group activities re-
volve. It usually affords' the only auditorium sufficiently

NT
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large to accommodate an assembly.. Frequently the extra-
curricular activities of the school, such as glee clubs, bands
and orchestras, literary and athletic activities are the only
agencies of entertainment for the colored population; Also
the only library facilities for Negroes are often located in
the school. The teachers are frequently the, leaders in the
community, and the pupils serve Is media through which to
diffuse information.

The school should assume a major responsibility in pro-
' moting recreation and leisure-time activities until the public

officials have been educated to the point where they sense
their responsibility in the matter and are wilfing to provide
an adequate program for all the citizens of the community.

PRESENT STATUS OF RECREATION AND LEISURE-TIME
ACTIVITIES AMONG NEGROES

There ai.e some communities where the schools with their
limited facilities are accepting their responsibility *pro-
moting the wise and wholesome use of leisure time, both
among children And adults. In other communities volun-

. teer agencies such as the Y. M. and Y. W. C. A.'s are carry-
. ing on as effective a program as their means and facilitiei

will allow. In a few loçalities the municipal government is
shouldering responsibility in.the matter. In other places
Negroes are not allowed to use the recreational facilities

k either public or private.
The general picture of the situation, while showing a

gradualtendency toward improvement, r6veals still a great
inadequacy in 'provisions for recreation and leisure-time
activities for Negroes.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In view of this situatjon the following recommendations
are made:
(1) That recreation leadership courses be jarodgced iii

normal schools and colleges for Negroes and that the
attention of students be called to the future opportunities
in the field.
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(2) That summer schools organize short unit courses in
recreation leadership for teachers in service.

(3) That teachers and administrators be urged to explore
the possibilities of promoting greater interest and partici-
pation in recreation and leisure-time activities through
the schools.

(4) That normal schools, teachers colleges, summer schools,
and rural teachers give special attention to the urgency of
the recreational problems and of the possibility of solving
them in the rural areas.

(5) That State, city, and county boards of education and
other officials give consideration to the problem of pro-
viding better and more facilities for recreation as a means
of prevalting crime and of promoting better citizenship.

(6) That volunteer agen6es continue and increase their
interest in the matter of promoting various activities, such
as music and dramatic clubs, handicragft, gardening,
literary programs, reading clubs, story-telling clubs, and

*indoor games.
(7) That such activities as the 4-H Clubs, Boy Scouts. ahd

Girl Scouts be fostered wherever it is possible.
(8) That more and better use be made of the facilities that

are at hand.
(9) That in building new school buildings and in remodel-

ing old ones ádequate provision be made for recreiational
activities.

(10) That school people consider the school as a community
entertnise that should be available to the whole community
for legitimate purposes whenever such use does not inter-
fere with the-regular work of the school.

ill) That all persons in positions of- leadership, and all
social agencies cooperate in developing and promoting a

. coordinated recreation and leisure-time program for Ne-
groes in every community both urban and rural.

(12) That a special cooperative plan be worked out bet,teen
the homes, the churches, and the schools in each commu-

. nity with áview to providing a recreation and leisure-time
program.

,r
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HEALTH

Chairman, F. O. NICHOLS, National Health Council, New York, N. Y.;
Vice Chairman. M. 0.' Bors Vice President and Medical Direo-
tor, Supreme Liberty Life Imurance Co., Chicago, fa.

oBJECTIVE : HEALTHFUL LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS, AND
ADEQUATE HEALTH SERVICE AND HE&I.TH EDUCATION.

INTRODUCTION

The health of the Negro has very intimate relationships
with each of thiS other phases of his life previously dis-
cussedhis home, his vocation, his citizenship, and his recre-
ation and leisure-time activities. It not only makes an im-
portant contribution to, them but is itself greatly influenced
by them.

qr.
PERSONAL HEALTH AND PUBLIC HEALTH

The problem of health has two interrelated aspectsper-
sonal heal and public health. They are very largely de-
pendent o eh other. Most of the' factors influencing the
ope also in ence the other.

The prevalence of disease among Negroes and their high
death rate are due to two major factors: Those concerned
with personal health, which the individual can largely con-
trol; and those concerned with public health, over which he
has little or no control. Among those elements of personal
health, wholly or partially within the control of Negroes
themselves, are the following: (1) Eating, sleeping, and
resting; (2) fresh air and exercise; (3) cleanliness; (4)
di-ess; (5) worry; (6) self-pity; (7) ignorance; (8) care-

. lessness, (9) system; and (10) other personal habits.
. Among th'ose elements dealing directly or indirectly with. public health over which the Negro has little or no control

are the following: (1) LoW income; (2) poor housing facili-
ties; (3) insanitary conditions; (4) inadequate water sup-
ply; (5) improper food supply; (6) lack of educational fa-
cilities; (7) lack of guidance; (8) lack of hospital facilities;
(9) absence of adequate prenatal and maternal care; (10)
cost of medical cars; (11) insufficient distribution of medi-
cal service; (12) malnutrition: (13) lack of facilities for
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taking care of physical and mental defectives; (14) lack of
preventive agencies; (15) unhealthy working conditions;
and (16) inferiority a41 failure complex, resulting from
disadvantaged economic and social status.

ILL HEALTH A DETERRENT TO ACHIEVEMENT

Ill health has been a deterrent to the progress and achieve-
ment of the Negro., (1) Sickness has caused many an\ indi-
vidual Negro to fail, or to achieve much less than he is
capable of achieving. (2) Sickness in the home causes ab-
sence from school and worry on the part of children, thus
frequently resulting in failure, retardation, and elimination.
(3) Unnecessary diseas% and death are expensive, and Ne-
groes can ill afford to stand the* financial loss which they
incur. (4) Worry attendant upon sickness not only breeds
more sickness but is frequently a deterrent to intellectual
growth. (5) While there are a few exceptions, in general
it may be said that an environment of disease is not con-
ducive to creative thought, and to that application and perse-
verance so essential to worth-wh4 achievements. Undoubt-
edly the prevalence of disease in the homes of Negroes has
had much to do with the lack of achievement on the part of
many capable Negroes/

Of* couise there is much illness that is unavoidable, but
the point made here i; that whatever steps are necessary,
both personal and iíublic, should be taken to prevent illness
which is preventable and to improve the general health
status of Negroes. This is not only in their olvn interest,
but also in the interest of society in general.

THE PLACE OF EDUCATION

"Bdcause of the nature of health, education has an impor-
tant role in its development and maintenance. Proper edu-
cation of the young will assure personal well-being; and
education of adults will enhance social well-being.

Although the schools 'have in the past assumed the task
of teaching health, the results have been disappointing to
say the least. Too much time has been devoted to facts
about the body and too little to the developing of health

O
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habits, attitudes, and ideals. Just as we "learn to do by
doing", we also learn to live by living. Fortunately, school
people are beginning to realize that a few minutes' daily
participation in health-giving activities is worth hours of
memorizing facts about health.

THE PLACE OF,THE HOME

It is quite obvious, from what has been said-, that the hQme
also has an important place in health educatiop. In the
-early, formative period of a- child's life the mahtr's rdle is
equal or superior to that' of the teacher. Many habits, atti-
tudes, and ideals controlling the personal health of individ-
uals are deyeloped in the preschool periodparticularly
those having to do with eating, sleeping, resting, exercise,
cleanliness, systm, order, and regularity. It is here that
we see the close relation between-the Negro's economic and
vocational status and his health status. A. large percentage
of the mothers work outside the home, thus taking them
away from their children at a time when the children need°114

them most.
In this connection the nursery school has become a great

boon, but in general the Negro children, who need it most,
are deprived of it. Also parent education offers much help
in teaching mothers to care for the personal well-being of
their families, and to improve the general health status of
society, but here again Negroes, _who Ikcause of past edu-
cational disadvantages need such instruction most, are the
last to receive it.

THE PLACE OF GOtERNMENT

However much the home may do to instill health habits,
attitudes, and ideals, and whatever the school may do to
build upon what the home has done, little progress will be
máde 'until the government in cities, counties, and States
improves the conditions which militate against health.

This inc u es not only the eradication of disease.produc.
ing f tors, but also changed attitudes toward the general-
social, cultural, and spiritual development of the Negro in
the co unity: It means conditions favoring security, the

-
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pursuit of happiness, the development of a more wholesome
outlook on life, a finer morality, anil opportunities to de-

_

velop more wholesome pkrsonalities. A sense of security,
calm, inner peace, confidence, anti hope not only frequently
help to prevent illness, but are also important factors in
recovery from illness.

THE HEALTH SITUATION AMONG NEGROES

The physicfil well-being of 'varies with and is in-
fluenced bY the place in which they live, the type and alnqunt
of employment,. and the educational and health facilities
with which they ,are prpvided.

There has rarely been an equitable provision of medical
and hospitalization facilities and servives or the Negro
population. The available health information and public-
health activities which are provided have seldom reached
the Negro individual, home, or community to the extent that_
his problems demand.

Due to the lack of proper health information and the in-
fluence of superstitions in some parts of the Negro popula-
tion, the use of homeeremedies, patent medicines, and the
patronage of quacks frequently result in serious incipient
diseases and consequent chronic disability or death.

THE NEGRO'S RACIAL SUSCEPTIBILITY TO DISEASE0,

Much has been written regarding the matter of racial
susceptibility to disease, but as yet convincing proof as to
its existence or nonexistence is lacking. It will be seen from
a review of the literature that the writers have in mind two
very different things: (1) A real biological or racial differ-
ence, and (2) unlike historical experience, which has nothing
to do with race. While it would be interesting to have exact
information on these factors, it would seem to be of little
practical 'value, for to change the Negro racalrbiologically
would be, to say the least, difficult, and only time can cor-
rect his lack of historical experience. In the meantime we
have to consider the environmental factors which we know
are importafit, the improvement of which we may depend
on to produce results. .
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SUGGESTED REMEDIES FOR SOLUTION OF HEALTH PROB-
LEMS OF NEGROES

Many remedies have been proposed for the /solution of the
health problems of the Negro people. In consideration of
this fact, an attempt is made here to present only those
which seem to be of practiCal value forothe most immediate
and .desirable results. Therefore, the following suggestions
are made fòr the guidance of those agencies responsible for
the health and educational welfare of.colorect people:

Teacher-training in8titutes.There should be a greater
emphasis on integrated health-instruction 'programs in all
teacher-training institutions and colleges, and More coopera-
tion with State departments of education and health.

Public 8chools.In the public-school -.system there should
be an incre4ased health setvice with trained medical and
nursing personnel and adequate equipment.

Nur8e8.There should be increased employmept of Negro
public-health nurses, well trained in public-health methods,
and whose training is based on a good general education
and experience. in dealing with schools and communities.
They should be .attached to health pr educational systems,
but should be responsible to both. 141

Also, there should be developed one or more effectiveL
schools for Negro nurses with emphasis on public health.
It should 'be in connection with a modern hospital or a col-
lege or university with hospital affiliation, where the nurses
may receive correlated instruction in social science and gen-
eral education. Furtiler, this school-should be located in a
community offering satisfactory opportunities in public-
health training and demonstration. There should be a re-
duction in the present number of schools for Negro nurses,
the standards of the remaining schools should be raised,
and the admission requirements should be improved both
quantitatively and qualitatively.

There is, too, a deffnite need for postgraduaie hospital
courses for Negro nurses and foe special courses that will
give the nurse an understanding of the health problems of
rural areas.

Gavernment.Greater emphasis by State and county and
.educational departments on the health j3roblems of Negroes
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is urged. In this connection it is reconnnended that the
Negro physicians be considered essential fact(irs, awl that
they be attached to the staffs of the health services in the
various States and local communities.

Also, it is urged that Federal, State, and local govern-
ments discharge their obligation to tEeir Negro citizens by
correcting the conditions cited earlier in this report which
are largely the responsibifity,of government and over which
the Negro has little or no control.

There should be a State supervisor of health education to
extend the work of State-departments of health and educa-
tion and of the colleges to the schools and communities.
This supervisor should. be well trained in problems and
metho4s of health education and should be attached either
to the State dep4rtment of health or education, but respon-
sible to Loth.

Training of ph;y8zI cians.----The need for more sati;factory
arrangements for the training of Negro physiCians and den-
tists and opportur4ies for impiovement and service in the
general medical and public health institutions is clearly in-a
dicated. Such arrangements would' require the adequate
suppori of the two medical schools, Howard and Meharry,
which are educating 90 percent of the Negro physicians in
the United States, an increase in the number of available
interpeshs in approved hospitals, and an increased number
of resident Negro physicians in hospitals and sanatoriums.
It further requireg provision for more postgraduate educa-
tion for these physiciaris and dentists.

Distribution of physkians.---Every effort should bermade
to indtiée the Negro physician to locate in those areas in
which te`is noir needed.

Ho8pitalization.Aftention is called to the need for
greater hospital facilities fo4.Negroes. In addition to pro-
viding adequate medical service, modern hospitals are in-
valuable aids in inculcating sound health princi.ples and the

, extension of health education in the community. A signifi-
cant demonstration of the value of the Negro hospital
assuming a community health education function is now
being conducted in New Orleans by Flint Goodrich Hospital.
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Rural areas.Peculiiir rural conditions and the kre.nera-17shortaa of health services, health instruction, and physical
education make it imperative that special plans be made to
improve the health service and instruction of rural schools.
Teachers should be acquainted with the _valuable niaterials
and services available to rural schools in this field.

Finanekd supprt.Arí equitable share of financial sup-port and service for Negroes in health education and in eco-
nomic and social welfare in all. sections of the couritrr is
especially recommended.

*Feoardination.A closer coordination of functions of all
official and nonofficial agenciesnational, State, and local
is needed. This is in order to prevent overlappizIg of effortsand to insure an effective health program.

Negroe8' interest in health movements.The continued co-,operation and participation on the part of Negro peoplein
t'the great health movements of the country is recommended.It is their obligation to do all they call to make such move-ments as the National Negro Health Week, tuberculosis andvenereal programs, and child welfare efforts and their foster-ing agencies a succe.

Attention should be called to the fact that- the Negro raceis making progress in achieving bkter health. It is fromthis progress that public health workers interested in theimprovement of Negro health and the health of the country%gain th6ir inspiration and hope.
s

CHARACTER

a

Chairman, Wmus J. Kum, Pre&identrnmon Theological Seminary;Vice Chairman, B. E. MATS, Dean, The School of Theology, HttordUniversity

'-01VECTIVE: THE ABILITY AND DISPOSITION TO MAHE WISE C71101a1CS'
.

14 TA* VARIOUS LIFE SITUATIONS.

INTRODUCTION

ovr democratic s'ociety and in our increasingli complex
,e omip and social drder, character training is of increaOngim ortance. The changes taking place in our populatipn,
ou industrial, commercial, agricultural, and civic life, 'in .the home, in matters of health, and in outerecreation and
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leistre-timê activities tend to multiply human contacts, to
increase the need of 'cooperation, and to make more necessary
a consideration of the ethical piinciples in our conduct.

TOO MUCH M4TERIALISM'

IC is generally believed that much of our present chaos and
confusion is due to an overemphasis on the material aspects
of life and an underemphasis of or mistaken approaCh to
the moral and spiritual aspects.

Most of the leading thinkers of today are agreed that any
far-reaching and permanent reconstruction of society must
be predicated upon a chapged attitude toward life and higher
and finer ideals and conduct, and that the best instrumen-
tality for effecting such cha s is education. If, as has
beeh assumed, the true objective education is 'to change
behavior, then the responsibility of education in teaching
and changing conduçt is unequivocal and inescapable.

OPPORTUNITY OF THE SCHOOL

Among the meáns for developing character may be men-
tiohed the wise selection of content and methods of instruc-
tion in all subjects of study, the social contacts of pupils with
one another and with their teachers, .the opportunities
afforded by the organization. and administration of the school
for the developmarof the sense of personal rèsponsibility
and Initiative, and, above all, the spirit of 'service and of
democracy which should permeate the entire schoolprip-

.

cipal,-teachlts, and pupils.
.

NEGRO MORALS IN RELATION TO THE STATUS OF AMElit:
CAN MORALS

No phase of the changing American scénes has felt the
shock of disintegrating factors =Ire than the' moral life of
Negroes. The effects bf the comPlex elements operating in
take realm in general have been accentuated , among this
minority group. _ -sr

A fundamental fact t1;at must be kept in mind in the
study of Negro morals is that they are essentially American.
The Negro 810 was completely cut off from his African
mores and fotced tò acòept the American, pattern. This
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nietins that, rn.the main, the ethical ideals and practices -of
the average American community will be found to a large
degree in the Negro community. The variations from the
American pattern will be based on certain historical factors
in. the* life of the Negro here in this country which are well
known to all students of American history.

Under slavery, for instance, no permanent fitnilly life was
possible. The slave had no rights that the master or corn- .

rnuflity deeded to respect. ENIen Nslen the master . was"t good ", his patsrnalism tended to develop a sense of de-
pendence rather than one of self-respect 'and self-reliance.
In freedom, the Negro found hi.hiself in possession of the
ballot and othér responsibilities of a sovereign citizen for
which he had little or no preparation and often was a prey
to those who wanted to use him for selfish ends. It was
under these circumstances that he first earned the reputation
of venality as far as the use of the ballot was concerned.
More serious still has been the fact that,- as a member of. a
minoiity group which had the misfortune of having been
enslaved, the Negro has fra alwaysNoyed normal oppor-
tupities for dévelopment as a citizen. The differentials
iifvolved in thé distribution of public furids resulting in
inadequate school services is an example. The practice leads
to inadequate school .opportunities and endangers moral
standards.

For the most part the Negro responds to the traditional
sanctions cif morality in much the same way as does his
white neighbor.. That is to say he haskiaccebted as his
ethical ideal, such traditional virtues as honesty, truthful-

. ness, chastity, etc., but is guilty of the same sort of laxity ih
the observance of these sanctions as are other Americans.
13*ut here aain are to be found variations. Take, for ex-,

ample, the generally accepted view of the lack offranknes
of Negroes when dealing with 'members of 'the dominant
racial group, a possible result of the master-slave relation
.and of the technique deireloped by the slave.as a self-defense
mechanism. Lack of respect for die property rights of

. others may be dueto history and environment. Again since
the dominant color pattern is white, the tendency fregie-ntly

.
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has been to regard the members of the race of lighter hue
as having distinct advantages.

There are certain other titeas where the Negro shows him-
self lacking' in mOral sensitivity. They have to do with such
weaknesses as: (a) Unreliability in keeping appointments:
(b) lack of proper conception of the value of time, as far
as beginning and closing meetings; (e) lack of the sense of
obligation in repayment of loans or pay nt of pledges:

. (d) lack ot responsibility for support of his o educational
and eleemosynary institutions.

The economic situation of the Negro has gTeatl nfiuenced
his moral ideals and. praaices. His' slaver status e
iftueneed his attitude toward his competitor, thepoor white
man of the South. Between these two types Of laborers
there developed envy and hate. The going of the Negro
craftsman from the South to the North brought him into
4conflict with the labor-union movement of the North. Being
excluded from the union,it became necessary for the Negro
to become, a strikebreaker in order to earn a livelihood.

The shift from rural to urban industrial centers greatly
affected Moral standaras. The old standards of morality
collapsed with the new conditions of life. Where wages
were low and housing conditions poor and overcrowded, a
high percentage of delinquency was in evidence. Unem-
ployment led to gambling, racketeering, prostitution, lot-
tery, and other forms of dishonesty:

Of the larger population 'elements in the United States,
the Negro group has the largest percentage of crime. En-

'rironmental factors such as racial segregation throw light
on this situation. The Negro has his " place in many com-
tnunities, characterized by poorer scilools, a disproportionate
amount.of illiteracy find fewer of the opportunities which
develop law-abiding -citizens.

In answer to the question as to the contribution of the
Negro Church to the moral life of the race., it must be con-
fessed that the church has not always sensed clearly the
relation between Vreachments and practice. It has, how-
ever, encouraged a wholesome family life, taught cleanliness
and thrift, and is extending the area of its interests so as
to include the whole of life.

.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION OF THE MORAL SITUATION
AMONG NEGROES

Education and morality areacomplernenta.ry in function.
The ultimate aim of both is an integrated personality. The-
major factors which condition the ultimate end of education,
namely, the achievement a chkiracter, are biological arid en-
vironmental. Biologically, there is no difference between
the Negro and other racial groups. The Negro has the
same.' intellectual and moral capacities as other races. It
would seem, then, that the environmental factors have the
chief bearing in the formation of character and offer the
greatest opportunity for education. A careful and im-
partial study of the environmental factors influencing Negro
life, particularly those outside the school, show that these
tend toward 'the disintegration bf character -and personality.
As far as possible, these disintegrating factors must be
eliminated if the Negro is to achieve real character. On the
'positive side. such agencies as the home, the church, and the
schoolsboth tax-supported and privatemutt recognize
the development of character as the chief aim and objective
of their activities.

ar THE SCHOOL AND CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

The schoolseleinentary, secondary. and collegeare loud-
est in decrying the lack of moral standards and ethical con-
duct among young peoiSlé and in proclaiming their high pur-

.

pose of developing character, but probably...accomplish less
in achieving this purpose th4n other purposes which they
declare. There is a failure on twart of the schools to de-
velop character in the lives of pupirg and students, no doubt,
because of the absence of a definite program and procedure,
to this end. Moral education is not achieved by negation.
Character is not produced by a process of repelling pupils
and students. It is also true that character is not formed
nece).ssarily by positive commands, but evolves through a
process of direct experienct. The process of character edu-
cation is one of corrective méasures as well as developmental
measure& 40
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CHSRACTER FORMATION THROUGH THE CURRICULUM

The entire curriculum of the school at all levels:Affords a
.rich opportunity for moral and ethical emphasis. History,
literature, and civics are laden with possibilities of teaching
moral lessons. For direct. instruction in morals on the ele-
mentary tchool level, emphasis almost entirely will have to
be plmed upon the subjects of the curriculum.

ADULT EDUCATION AM) CHARACTER

Education is a continuous process. Emphasis upon adult
education is a recognition of the fact that in adult life there
lutist be a continuous process of character formation and
integration of personalit . The attitudes fixed in early life
and the emotional and ntellectual experiences of the ear15-
years are basic to li e philosophies and attitudes of later
years, but for life to be a continuous process of growth, ex-
pansion, enrichment, and happiness it must be lived under
such conditions and with su.ch diiection as to make possible
this continuous integration.

THE COMMUNITY AND CHARACTER

The total environment of the child and youth must be sim-
plified and dilyeied to the end of serving as a wholesome
influence in bringing about an integrated personality. All
of the constructive agencies of the community must cooper--
ate with the school iri achieving character in the lives of the
younger people of the community.

a
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PART III. SUMMARY REPORTS OF COMMITTEES
ON ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS, ORGANIZATION,
AND CONTROL

INTRODUCTION

19at i educalion.?-_-bIEducation is that process 'which so
reconstrtcts our experien'ces and so orders our cònduct that,
as a consequence, our subsequent experiences and conduct are
influenced, dnd our motives, aspirations, and ideals are
changed." 6

This is one of niany definitions of education that may be
given to express the modern educational viewpoint. held4
today by many of the leading educators. It is simply say-
ing that education has something -to do with lifein fact,
it is life; that its purpose is to alter behavior. If it gives
knowledge, it is that our cbnduct may be guided by the
accumulated .experiepce of the ages. If it 'develops skills,
it is to make our conduct efficient. If it .teaches us how to
think it is that our actions may be directed by reasón. If
it:produces attitudes it is that we may see the relationship
betiren qur vArious activities, and, if it instills ideals, it is
that our conduct may be actuated by high purposes.

Flodknial aim of edtwation.Thus it is seen that the aim
of education should-be functional; that it should mike such
changes in one at his daily activities iii the major aspects'
of life shall be More persónally satisfying and socially useful.

In line with this thought, we discussed in part II the
ultimate and major objectives of the education of Negroes
as formulated by the National Conferckce. The consideraa-
tion of these objectives coristituted the majorqftwoik o; the
conference, and the functionál coinmittees, 'wham responsi-'
bility this was, devoted 'more time to their task than the
other committees.

Means. of attaining education goals.=---Realizinz, how-
eN;er, that the statement of go1 is futile unless anefinite.
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path is charted and a vehicle is provided for their attain---
ment, the conference also gave consideration to the ques-
tions of organization, administration, and control. For ex-
ample, the committees on elementary, secondary, collegiate,
adult, and rural education concerned themselves Vith ways
and means of achieving the goals treated by the committees
on home life, vocation, citizenship, recreation and leisure,
health, find ethics and morals. The. committees on.public
education, private éducation, and financial support of educa-
tion dealt with factors of control as they related themselves
to the various levels and kinds Of education.

Needed solution of problern.q.In order to approach a
solution to some of these problems, the National Conferenc
gave attention to the questions of articulation between the
various levels of education; the coordination of different
types of organizations; the synthesis of subjeci-matter
fields; the integration of special 'problems in the education
of Negroes; and the unity of education and life.

The hope was frequently expressed that edtNation would
find its materials in lifecontemporary lifeand that *while
holding to the best in the heritage of the past, itewopld fte
itself from the dead hand of tradition. .The thought of
Dr. J. M. Brewer was given recognition that " If there is
anything of prime importance to- be learned in the world,
it is to live one:s daily life well ", and that of Drs. Wood and
Beer who said that " School objectives have no validity ex-
cept as they are comparable with the needs of the child who
must be rediscovered as an individual.7

GROUP I

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Chairman, Mrs. HELEN A. WHITING, Atlanta University; Vice Chair-
man, EDNA M. COLSON, Director Div. of Education, Virginia State
Coyege

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS CONCERNING GENERAL ADMIN-
.. IATRATIVE FACTORS

To the end that Negro elementary education may fit the
child to function more fully and effectively in his home life,
his vocation, his citizenship, his leisurebtime, his moral and

rg.
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spiritual life, and in matters of health. the following sug-
gestions regarding his elementary education are made:

Sup-port.A temporary Federal subsidy, administered by
a Federal.agency. to equalize fundamental disparities should
be provided,

There should be a determined and unremitting insistence
that adequate equipment be provided.

A continuous campaign is urged by Negro educators and
liberal-minded white p-eople for the dissemination of facts
concerning the elementary education of Negroes in order
that larger appropriations may be made. Persistent and
expert publicity is desired in this connection.

Teacher8.Higher and more qualitative -admission re-
quirements for students entering teacher-training instittia.
tions, and more adequate certification requirements should
be formulated.

Teacher-training institutiens preparing Negro teachers,
principals, and supervisors should be equipped and qualified
to give their students the kind of educ,atiolithat the problem
of the Negro elementary school requires of them. This
means a type"of teacher training that recognizes and relates
itself to present-day realities and problems.

Salaries of teachers should be cominensurate with their
education and efficiency.

Supervion..L-A well-organized system of creative
iiiiik

super-
vision emphasizing teacher growth, desie 'pupil growth.
and the improvement of classroom instruction is needed.

Health.Health supervision ,by State, county, and city
officials should be the rule rather thqn tile exception.

Preschool clinics should be established in ev,ery elementary
school system.

There should be conscious.,effsirt to make health education-
and practice a part of evert -46.c(hdool activity.

C urrkuluip, adapt ation8. An eprichect ,curriculum should
De constructed upon the principle of the adaptation to and
the organization of experiences in accordance with the so-
ciological needs of the locality and the psychological nee&
of the individual 'child, rather than upon the basis of un-
detkrmined and probably nofiexistent racial needs, The cur-.
riculum should provide maxim.= opportunity for the de-
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velopment of individual interests and abilities, including
creative and aesthetic outlets. It should make possible a
reAlistic education which utilizes the method of learning by
participation in socially useful work.

Special curricular adaptations to problems of a biracial
society should be made in the schools of both races. This
recommendation should imply revision of courses of studies
and textbooks; and surveys anil investigation of many local
situations to discover local needs.

There should be much greater use made of museums, ex-
cursions, visual instruction, and of equipment and materials
that will.give real and rich experience to the pupils.
_ So-called "extracurricular activities " should be made a
part of our curriculum. This will make possible the develop-
ment of such traits as leadership and self-expression.

School a community center.--Making the school a com-
munity center will give it'the opportunity to improve eco-
nomic conditions and health situations, to raise the status of
the home, to teach recreation as an essential factor in life,
and to enrich the spiritual life of the whole community.
This recommendation embraces efforts in the direction of
adult education.

Pupil per8onnel.The lack of enforcement pf laws for
compulsory school attendance and those governing child
labor is a potent cause of the Jow enrollment and percentage
of daily attendance in the Negro eleméntary schools. The
Negro school reaches fewer of its educables than does the
white school in the same locality. A smaller enrollment and
a poorer attendance are in airect proportion to unavaila
bility of schooling, as seen in the number of days that schools
are kept open and the number of teaChers provided.

A definite campaign should be made in the upper grades
to induce more pupils to *continue into secondary schools.
In this connection there should be developed a program of
vocittidnal education anti gifidance.

Excessive retardation,lemands drastic actión.. This ac-
tion should wake for better attendance by the enforcement
of compulsory edwation laws and by skillful classroom
guidance which teaches pupil success rather than pupil fail-
inge. Elasticity of promotional plans is one remedy.

c:
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The high rate of crime in the Negro race proves the neces-
sity for character education. Morality and character may
best be taught incidentally but always consciously by the
teacher.

Exceptional children.Special attention should be giten
to detecting and furthering the development of gifted
children.

In large school systems provision should be made for un-
graded and special schools. Problems engendered by the
presence of deviates should be studied in both pre-service
and in-service training of teacher's..

Library.The elementary-school library should be well
equipped and effectively administered.

Experimeniation..---Rigorously planned and scientifically
executed long-time experimentation is utged so that gradu-
ally there may come into being a body of scientifically de-
rived principles for the guidance of education for NegroesW-
on the elementary level. Experimental elementary schools
should be set up where finances permit.

Teatalwr retirement.=The retirement, on pension, of a con-
siderable number of 'older teachers is recomrhended. This
would include some a the older gr6up who find it difficult
to adrust themselves to the changing points ,of view and
practices as related to the piesent-day econonlic condition

0and social order.
_Other adminigtrative features.State-wide uniform school

terms should be inaugurated. Becautse df the fact that so
many Negro children are unable to obtain textbooks, free
textbooks should be supplied wherever possible.

Consolidation of schools and transportation of pupils
would serve to' advance the educational opportunity of hosts
of Negro children living in rural areas.

PROBLEMS DEALING WITH DIFFERENTIATION
4

In view of the widespread interest in the matte.'" of cur-.
riculum adaptation, the folloiving observations are made
with reference to the Negro:

----- 1 Adaptation or differentiatron in elementary schools for
Negroes does not indicate diffèrent objectives from those
held for Americaq elementary education in general; nor.

s
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should it be based on the assumption of innate racial differ-
ences or of supposed racial inferiority, but rather on the
utilization of the materials of a given environment and the
active recognition of individual and group needs, abilities,
and interests.

2. Adaptations, modifications, and differentiations made
in elementary schools for Negroes because of such conditions
as excessive retardation, poorly prepared teachers, short
terms, inadequate equipment, etc...should not. serve to justify
or to perpetuate these conditions, but should attempt to
remove thest limitations.

3. No differentiated program should be set up for the
Negro race as such, but rather for groups of Negroes living
under, certain occupational ánd environmental conditions,
and with a given economic status.

SEOONDARY EDUCATION

Chairman, H. L. TRIGG, Inspector of Negro High School's, Rcaeigh,
N. C.; Vice Chaipman, G. D. BRANTLEY, Principal, summer High
School, St. Lofas, Mo.

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS CONCERNING PRINCIPLES

Lade of guiding prineipleseSecondary education for
Negroes has been characterized by a lack of guiding princi-
ples other than imitation. Memorizing subject &matter has
been the chief end of instruction, and accredited rating the
coveted goal of_ organization and administration. Follow-
ing accrediting conies complacency, and administration has
no other end than perfecting itself.

Importance of adaptation. to local and individual needs.
Granting that education in its general principles, aims, and
purposes,' is the same _ f6r all people, if is iinperative that
adjustments be made in organization and
administration to compeRsate for the infrior quality and
limited quantiti of experience possibilities in the environ-
ment of Negro youth. The textbook is a mere part of the
materials of educatIon, and obscures the true purposes of
school *when its absorption becomes the cilia end of school
acOvity.
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Pupil partkipation reptired.--One solution of some of
the problems encountered in an attempt to achieve the pur-
poses of secondary education is the provision for pupil par-
ticipation. Pupils should participate in the selection of
purposes for the school as a whole and its various activities,and in the administration of the activities on the highest
level of the individual pupil's capacity. The skills, habits,
attitudes, appreciations, ideals, and interests ilecessary for
healthful and* ethical participation in home, work, recrei-
tional, and civic life are developed in actual practic'e. Ex-
ercise is one of the primary laws of learning. The abilitiesánd traits which are the desired outcomes of secondary
educatioh will not be acquired if instruction is limited to
nlemorizing the words of the book.

OUTLOOK FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR NEGROES
If there is to be a positive and desirable difference in the

living of the students who have the advantage of 4 to 6
years of formal eduCation above the elementary level froyi
those who have not had t is advantage, our high sc. solsmwts(1) recognize difterences in individuals and groups,and in their eenvironmelits; (2) provide for materials and
activities in adequate quality and quantity to take account
of these differences in the total secondary school population,
givin& full opportunity for pupil participation in these ac-
tivities and in selecting and enriching these materials; and
(3) set up definite procedures in schools regardless of sizefor distributing students in activities of the school and com-
niunity, and insuring their happy partiCipation.

CERTAIN ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN SECONDARY EDUCA-
TION FOR NEGROES

1. The program of studies for the Negro secondary school
should direr only insofar-as the abilities, needs, and interests
of individuals or groups justify: additional or different offer-
ings.° An assumption of difference iri terms of race has no
scientific foundation.

2. Equality of opportunity in secondary education shall be-*
interpreted as meaning an equal chance for every individual
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-to grow unhampered in the &Ids of his capacities, aptitudes,
and interests.

3. It is well in theory to say that the Negro shall be
trained for full occupational-participation in American eco-
nomic1 life, but the fact is that he works constantly on the
fringes. The only limits to hi's training are ability, °apti-
tude, and interest, but his employment after training is lim-
ited by the jOb possibilitiès. The question is, Can he hope
to break down economic barridrs more quickly by building
up all lins of service for himself or by continued attempts
to demand participation where he has no control ? The
an;wer to this question will assist in the selection of imme-
diate and iremote objectives for seCondary education among
Negroes.

44 Skill in the trades can be readi1 S7 and economically ac-
quired on the job. The secondary school period is needed
by Negro youth for acquiring facility in adjustment to home
and civic life, leisure time, and in physical health. It is
also requisite to necessary development of a compbsite of
behavior tendencies needed in all phases of participation in
group living. Offerings in the field of frades and itdus-
trial education (not industrial arts) in the secondary schools
for Negroes should be restricted to distinctly over-age pupils,
those whose environment plainly precludes the possibility of
completing the secondary school and those cases in which
economic conditions of the home control the situation.

5. The Negro, like any other race, must survei both im-
mediate and remote objectives. The logical beginning is
with the immediate aims. There is nothing incongruous in
°blending immediate and future objectives. %However, a per-
soli becomes hopeleis if he ignores the future, and mere/Y
prophetic -ifal*.ignores the, immediate. The Negro sec-
ondary school student should be in'spired to work lor imme-
diate aims, which must necessarily antedate his future hoges.

6. Because many students drop out of school before the.
end *of the high-schocil period, the early years of secóndary
schooling should give them the opportunity to study all
phases of their assured future activities, insofar asvthAse are
ascertainable. It should verir positively aim to mate in
the Negro adolescent a desire to establish a home s)udiperior to
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that of his early childhood, and should concretely teach him
how to establish that home:

Toward the teaching' of this worthy home membership,
curricula should be carefully organized in those elements of
the' practical arts, child study, scipntific gardening, the fine
arts, and ethics. which, are fundamental to efficient home
making. the teachers and supervirs in these fields should
be cOmpetent not merely as tradesmen, but as educators who
know how to develop the desirable direct and indirect educa-
tional outcomes' in their students.

7. The majority of Americans, including many Neg(oes
themselves, still coler the Negro inherently inferior and
proscribe his social freedom. the secondary school should
endeavor through education in. homemaking, character, and

lture to elevate his status and his own self-respect.
Tegeo colleges, in orcter to improve the work within

the c leges,, must seek ways of improving the work in the
secpnt4ary schools.

9. he school too often fails at each lower leve'l to give
sufficient trial and exploratory experiences out of wbieh the
pupil may pròceed intelligently toward the requirements of
the next higher level.

10. The Negro high-school pupils coraing from eléniientaiy
schools having short terms and poor5r prepared teachers
are often handicapped in beginning their regulai high:
school work. The average high2schoo1 teacher expects t00%
much .of the pupils coming from the elementary schools.
He does not fully appreciate how little these students know.
In addition to performing his regular functions, the teacher
should endeavor to repair the students' defects. Only ,by
doing this for the student will it be possible for their
secondary edtication to be effective.

CQUVIAIATE EDUCATION
. IrcP

Chairman, DAVID A. LANE, Jr., Dean, We8t Virginia State College;
Vice Chaiinian, JAMES T. CATER, Dean, Talladega College

GROWTH OF NEGRO COLLEGES

The colleges and universities for Negroes that have grown
ap in the United States during the past 80 years as the top-
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most round of what is virtually a system of schools for
Négroes have made remarkable progress in spite of discour-

,aging difficulties. The latest availablé data show :

1. Approximately 120 such institutions, 25 percent of
them -publicly supported, in 20 Southern and bonier
States, including' the Pistrict of Columbia, and ex-
tending as far nort yard as Pennsylvania.

2. An enrollment of approximately 38,000 students, di--
vided about etally between public and private insti:,
tutions.

13. Sixteen colleges and uñiversities fully accredited and*
22 others with class 13 acéreditation by their respective
regional accrediting associations; 1 university on the
approved list of the Association of nvican

PI*

410

DEFICIENCIES IN COLLEGIATE EDUCATION

Notwithstanding the gratifying progress that has been
made, however, the operation of these colleges, ap a group, is
faulty in several important respects not peculiar, tosbe sure,
to colleges for Negroes, but of peculiar acutehesg in their
case and seriously affecting their efficiency.

Although th6r student bodies are largely unselected,
they do not, in the main, adapt their pr9grams to

. the students'- varying needs, backgrounds, anti tapaci-
ties, nor do they give adequate educational and voca-
tional guidance or provide adequite extracurriculum
enriclunent. 1.," .

2. There is general lack o'f definitely formulated and
, clear-cut objectives on the part oi the several colleges

3. With few exceptions, their cur-ricula follow the tra-
ditional pattern, with infresUent modification to meet
special need&.or changing condition*

4. In certain Ireas there is intensive _and undesirable
competition among colleges for students,jpading fre-
quently to a lowerinkof standards in order to main-
tain *enro11mefit.4; in ether areas, on. the other hand,-

. provision for collegiate education is meager or almost
entirely lacking.
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5. There is gerkeral inadequacy of income, resulting in
:stinted equipment, poorly paid faculties, and adminis-
trators who are 'so busily engaged in an endeavor to
secure support..that the educational iuterests of the
institutions are sometimes neglected.

6. The economic condition of Negro parents often makes
it difficult, if not impossible, for them to offer to sons
and daughters oT unquestioned ability the opportunity
to procure a college education. As a result, many of
these able stuClents never reach college, while many
who enroll !tie so handicapped by the necessity of
earning a living while attending college that the
quality of their work suffers. The Xegro college,
moreover, has little to offer them in the way of
soholarships and loans.

IMMEDIATE NEEDS IN COLLEGIATE EDUCATION

The committee is convinced that it is incumbent upon the
college for Negroes, whicti is à young college as compare4
with the Americtin college in general, to correct these defeds
within a reasonable time. The committee recommends :

1. That the administration and faculty of every college
and university for Negroes adopt the tkchniques of
modern student personnel administration, including
the use of cumulative personnél records, the adapta-
tion of currictilum offerings to individual interests
and,capacities, and the provision of effective educa-
tional'and vocational guidance.

2.. That each college and university reexamine its ob-
jectives and curriculum with a view to relating them

. more effectivély to the life of its clientele.
3. That a carefully organized continuing,survey of the

field of higher education among Negro! 2s'as a whple
be made for the purpose of planning for the develop-

.

ment cif this group of schools for a long-term perioe
Such a survey would gather and present such dAta
as would aid in determining the following facts:

(f) The number of students to be served annually.
(2) The extent and character of the several kinds

of service§ needed.
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(3)* The number and Akin& of schools needed to
perform the several classes of service:

(4) The cost of operating these 'schools for a high
quality of service and at a high rate of efficiency.

(5) Th probable ability of students o pay the costof the service rendered. .

.(6) The. best locations for the several kinds of
schools required.

(7) The necessary adaPtations required to fit the
present group of Negro colleges tAl the needs in-
dicated by the survey.

RURAL! EDUCATION

Chairman, MABEL CARNEY, Teaclwrs College, Columbia University;Vice Chairman, ANNA M. P. STRONGt Stale Dfrector of TeacherTraining in Negro Schools, Little Rock, Ark.

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The- éommittee on rural education directs attention to thefact that the characteristic of ruralness still dominates éveryphase of American Negro education and social life. This isshown by the following facts:
58 percent, "oi more than half of all American Negroes, are rural,that is, live In the open country or in villages of less than21500 popüilatione;
39 percent, or nearly two-fifths of all Negroes, live actually onthe land;
93 percent of all Negro schools are of the 1-, 2-, and 3-teathertype, 64 percent being 1-teacher schools.
1,175,000 children, or nearly -half the total school enrollment,come from farms.
24,400, or nearly half of all Negro teacherti, are employed in.schools of the 1- and 2-teacher type.

o

Thus on every numerical countin population, scrioolenrollment and bvilaings, teaehérs and all Lsethe ruralschool situation affects the field of Negro education and maylay claim to primary attention in any consideration of thissubje.ct.
But it is not only on the basis of statistics and percentagesthat the rural school and firming dominate Negro life.Even more significant, in terms of human welfare, is the
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extreme neglect and retardation of every phase o'r social,
economic, and educational effort involved in rural living.
This deplorably low status of. Negrò schools and farming
cannot be dwelt upon here. Let it be summarized only as
the greatest single challenge to the principles of democratic
government to be found anywhere in American life today.

In formulating programs designed to meet conditions in
thi's find it should be remembered that real educa*tion is life
and that the problems of rural education are as broad and
varied as life itself. This means that no adequate solution
of rural education is possible except through a unified attack
upon all fronts and levels at the same time. It means also
there can be no kope.of ultimate success until farming as an
industry is put: on a sound economic basis for both white
and colored.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

With these considerations in mind the committee on rural
education approaches its specific task by submitting three
broad recommendations of general rural import :

1. The first of these is for the enlistment and training'
of competent, and devoted leadership represeltipg-
every philse of rural educatiyn and country life
national, State,,county, and local.

2. The second is for the conduct o-f rural conferences;
campaigns, and publicity. These to reach the gen-
eral public0).oth white and colored.

3. The third is-rate and Federal aid, generously
provided, carefully safeguarded, 'and equitibly. dis-
tributed.

SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS

Among the specific considerations to which the committee
on rural schools directed its attention are the following:

CURRICULUM

It is advised that the elementary school curriculum for
Negro rural children, while fundamentally the same
as çurricula for urban or white children everywhere,
shoula be modified or adapted in several respects
notably to the éiperiences sisind needs oflhe children,
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and to the limitations and practical realities of short
school terms, retdrdation, and pootly qualified teach-
ers. In doing this, however, aily compromise with
principles or ultimate goals should be clearly recog-
nized as a teníporary expedient and carefully safe-
guarded to'prevent fixation.

TEACH ER TRAINING

.in the matter of teacher preparation for ru schools it
is suggested :

(1) That all Negrooinstitutions of higher learning, both
public and private, seek to professionalize their offer-
ings in this field still further and that State agricul-

_ tural and mechanical colleges organize their teacher
preparation under a separate division of education,not as a subordinate activity under the liberal arts
division.

(2) That much greater emphasis be given by teacher-
training institutions to the preparation of teachersfor elementary schools.

(3) That all elementary teachers 63. required to pre-
'mini for both graded and ungraded situations; thatis, for schools of semirural type. This is advised
first, because schools of rural and semirural characterare the dominant type in Negro life, and, second, be-.

cause most young graduates will have their initial
experience in schools of this size even when entering
urban schools later.

In this specialized rural preparation the following spe-
cific courses told activities should be offered:

(1) A course in nature study and agricultual,
(2) One in rural sociology and economics.
(3) A third in rtiral education or the techniqúe of

teaching in small rural schools.
(4) Practice. teaching in iypical rural schools.

SUPERVISION

In the judgment of this committee, Jeanes supervisors, asnow functioning, are unreasonably burdened with bothwork and responsibility. In* this attention is called to the
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64 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

fact that many Jeanes workers serve in 5 or 6 professional
capacities. They perform numerous duties which belong
properly to the county superintendent of schools. They act

4 frequently as county home demonstration agents, also as
county nurses, social workers, and directors of relief, both
emergency and regular. Finally, in the margin of time re-
maining they are supposed to become experts in rural school
supervision. To remedy these conditions this comnifttee
believes:

(1) That this situation should-be frankly recognized,
and every possible effort made to relieve the Jeanes
worker from some of the numerous deminds now
associated with her office.

(2) That with such relief Jeanes supervisors should
concentrate more fully on the professional problem of
technical school supervision, safeparding, however,
the close community contact which has made Jeanes
work so successful at home and so widely imitated
abroad.

(3) In making the foregoing recominendations there is
no implication of neglecting the social welfare of
Negroes. To safeguard this it is recommended that
special Negro agents be employed ultimately in all the
various. social fields now undertaken by Jeanes work-
ers. Meanwhile white agents employed in cotmties
-with heavy Negro populations Aould be induced to
take over the responsibility and activities for colored
people, as well as for white, in their respective fields.

(4) But while present conditions hold, it is recognized
'that Jeanes suPervisors must continue their varied
program of responsibility. To help ,in this, atten-
tion is called to the advisability of selecting the most
impohant and urgent activities in the local situation
and of formulating these into a definite program
sufficiently restricted to offer some hope of successful
realization.

ADMINISTRATION

Larger taxing units, consolidation of schools, transporta-
tion, and the equalized distribution of funds, are all as n
(wary for the improvement of Negro rural schools as for
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white. These benefits are not likely ta ac;crue, *however,until Negro school children and theirs needs are better knownand more favorably regarded by those in authority. Forthis reason it is held that all Boards of Education, bothcounty and local, in areas having an appreciable Negro popu-lation, should have at least one colored member to repre-sent the interests of Negro schools.

FINANCE

In the matter of finance this conimittee heartily endo pall recommendations in this field as made by the cotnmitSeon schbol support. In addition it advises that Negro edu-cators and all others interested in the welfare of coloredchildren strive to foster laws for publication (id annualstatements on the distribution and use of all school fundsboth ow Ate and Negro. Such publicity, it is believed; wouldwork to the ultimate good of Negro children.

Otaimumorr RILLTION8 AND ADULT EDUCATION

The three chief community functions of ihe rural schoolin addition to its basic responsibility of educating childre.nand youth of feg21 school age are: (a) To provide socializedand extracurricular activities for children; (b) to educateschool patrons so that they will provide adequate supportfor and show appréciation of schools; and (c) to cooperatewith other social agencies in such of their activities as are-,educative to childt:en of school age.
In fulfilling these functions it is advised that the followeing activities be generally% and extensively developedthroughout all typ of Negro rural schools : (a) Boys' andgirls' clubs or jun r extension work as promoted brtheUnited States Department of Agriculture; (b) parent,-teacher assoc¡ations or school and community% leagues; and(c) personal cbntact and coopelration 9n the part of theteacher with the churches, lodges, farm. organizations, andother social agencies of the rural community.

Attention is called at this point to the great need of dis-. seminating information and advice on these programs amongNegroes and to the important role the public school, bothrural and urban, may play in this connection. el
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r LAND-GRANT COLLEGES

Finally, this committee believes that the most disturbing
situation in many respects to be found in the whole realm of
rural education among Negroes is the indifference of agri-
cultural and mechanical colleges to the pressing- problems
of those on the land. Though originally established to pro-
mote the development of agriculture and country life -and
still drawing much of their support from Federal funds
dedicated to this purpose; many colleges of this type com-
placently ignore ,the tenant population at their very doors.

To correct this situ'ation this còmmittee suggests that
every agricultural and mechanical college in the South would
do well to " adopt." or affiliate with itself one or more typi-

- cal rural communities' to be used as a laboratory or experi-
mental center for the focus of its social, economic, and agri-
cultural instruction. In such a demonstratiOn community
center the departments of agriculture and home economics
should come face to face with the realities of 1-mule farming
and 2-room cabins. Here, too,the department of sociology
could test its principles of social theory against petty real-
ousies and embarrassing financial condition of the Negro
rural church; while members of the education staff would
find full scope for all their talents in attacking the numerous
and baffling problems oi the 1-,and 2-teacher schools in such
a neighborhood. In this way the instruction, activity, and
thinking of both faculty and student body could be naturally

. redirected toward rural life and the community demonstra-
tion would become a source of stimulation and suggestion
to the whole country side.

This, in turn, would provide much of the leadership men-
4tioned, and human interest and leadership, in thb last anal-
ysis, are the primáry essentials for all social reform.

s

ADULT EDUCATION
A

Chairman, JOHN HOPE, President Atlanta University; Vice Chairman,
b. MAE HAWES, Director, Adult Education Experiment, Atkinta, Ga.

NEED FOR ADUIR EDUCATION

A phase of eduCation receiving .considerable attention to-
day is adult education. And well that it may, for we have
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FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 67
become conscious of our past folly in ignoring this rich andvital instrument for social betterment. How silly it was tobeliee that we could take a child 6 years df age, keep himwithin the four walls of a classroom, slavishly accumulatinglittle bits of facts, and dates, and unrelated knowledge for4, 8, or 12 years, and then expect him to function effectivelyin an ever-changing soci0 order throughout the remainderof his life.

Adult education is made necessary today, first, because theeducation given the youth has not been of a character tocarry over into adulthood. In the second place, adult edu-cation is necessarrbecause the wcild is changing so rapidlythat however well one may be educated, unless he keeps upand continues to make adjustments, he soon finds himselfbehind the procession. A third reason is the fact that thenature and demands of our intricate and materialistic age'tequire new incentives and motives for living. It appearsnow that our only sources for such motives are in continuousintellectual, social, emotional, and spiritual growth. This ispossible for the majority .of people only through and bymeans of a purposeful program of adult education.
IMPORTANCE OF ADULT EDUCATION FOR NEGROES

Negroes need adult education for all the reasons mentionedand, in additiQn, because of the following facts: (1) Thereis still a large group of illiterates amorig them which is adrag on the whole race; (2) nearly three-fourths ofNegro children never advance beyond the fourth grade (thismeans that the majority o.f Negro adults, being fourth grad-ers or less, never received the simple, elementa.ry. ideas andskilli to enable them to cope effectively with the mini umdeminds of our old static society, to say nothing of o rpresent dinkmic order) (3) the educition which hag bee,
received has been below standard in terms' of teacher prepa-ration, èquipment and facilities, term length, çurriciilum,teaching find administrative procedures, and eduCational at-mosphere. So it is obvious that. Negroes are in greater needof adult education of all kinds than perhaps any other gtpupin our population, .

The-national coñference recognized this fertile 4e1d ofservice and had a committee on adult education which gave
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careful consideration to many of the problems just dis-
cussed.

PRESENT STATUS OF ADULT EDUCATION FOR NEGROES 6

In the absence of reliable and comprehensive data relative
to this topic, it would appear that comparatively little has

o been done in the field of adult, educations either for or by
Negroes, except those efforts which have been 'attempted by
such organizations as the church, the, Y. M. C. A., the t. W.
C. A., parent-teacher associations, the Urban League, Fed-
erated Women's Clubs and other clubs, evening and `Night
schools, forums, etc. These, however, have not become in-
tegrated and coordinated.. According to the Handbook of
Adult Education &the United States for 1934, "Adult edu-
cation for Negroe, even in the days of prosperity, did not
keep pace with:adult education for whites and during the
present economic crisis many of the projects initiated within
the last decade have ceased to function altogether."

The Arnrican Association for Adult Education, the ihte-
grating force' of the adult education movement in the United

. States.,- in 1931 initiated a 3-year experiment in adult educa-
tion -for Negroes in Newl York City and in Atlanta, Ga. Dr.
Alain Locke was invited by the association to appraise both
Experiments. He says in his report :

The decided success of the work at both ceniers chosen as experi-
mental points * has demonstrated unmistakably the need
for and desirability. of speCial programs in adult education for Negro
groups both 1x northern and sotithern communities. This is a special
*need, and it would seem, a special response, if the experlence of these
two projects is typical. In addition to the general value'of an adult
education program and reenforcing it, these racially organized pro-
grams have contributed something very much needed in the average
Negro communitya conservative, educative, and nonpropagandist

e. . channel of expression for their racial feelings and interests.
In addition to the Harlem I and Atlanta experiments, men-

tion should be made of the.work of thanes supervisors, agri-
cultural extension agents, and home demonstration agents.
Although it has not been so labeled, these groups of workers
for several years have been carrying on a very effeCtive and

eA discussion of this experiment by Sara Reid, director, will appear in thefull report.
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comprehensive program of adult education among Negroes ,*
in the South. Some States have organized far-reaching pro-
grams in this work.2 The work of the Federal Emergency
Relief Administration, and that being conducted in the
C. C. C. camps will undoubtedly have a great influence in
the formulation of all future programs of adult education.
Although the Negro has in the past given little dttention to
the important development of the adult education movement,it is imperative in the future that he shall keep breast of
all phases of the movement and integrate himself into them.

GROUP II

PT.IBLIC EDUCATION

Chairman, G Timm C. WILKINsoN, Fir8t 4488istant Superintendent of8a0018, I :hipgton, D. C.; Vice Chairman, J. S. CLARK, President,Southern University

EQUALIZATION OF SALARIES

It is the judgment of this committee that we should di-..
systemsrectly"approarh all administrators in the educational

of the several States, and all who have influence in securingfunds for educational purposes, with the requést; that thely
use that, influence for the equalization of salaries, the prin-
ciple being equal pay foi equal service and preparatioh.
Moreover, we go on record as requesting in every State rep-
resentation on the boards and councils.

OUT-OF-SCHOOL POPULATION

We Ahould set up a constructive and preventive program_in the interest of that vast out-of-school population fromwhich are coming at the present time our criminal and delin-quent elements. There is no hope for this class unless the
educational program of the country provides for it. Moneymust be found for this program. . Funds devoted to con-
structive work for youth are more wisely and profitablyspent than aree those which must go to corrective 'and penal
institutions.

IA discussion of .adult education in the rural sections of Georgia by Frank8. Horne, Dean and Acting principal of the Fort Valley Normal and IndustrialSchool,. will appear in the full report.
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PUBLIC SENTIMENT4

The task of securing favorable public 'sentiment toward
the education of Negroes varies from State to State and
often from district to district. Although notable improve-.

meats have been made, yet the attitudes clf the public toward
the education of Negroes are all too generally unfavorable.
Theserattitudes are expressed in State laws, policies of public
servants, and thv -press. Five hundred times more space is
given in the press to Negro crimes than to Negro accoMplish-
ment in education or in any other field. In this connection
the Negro press itself is no small offender. Financial sup-port of Negro public schools is generally more. inactequate
than the support .of schools for. white 'persons.

One méthod of attacking the problem is to work towardthe repeal of unwise laws and the enactment of more ade-quate and just measures. This, it is understood, is easiersaid than done, for the actisie participation of Negroes in
politics is slight and those persons whose duty it is to legis-, late for the people are more often hostile or indifferent. The
task,.however, is not hopeless, as proved by the recent suc-cess of the Negroes injentucky. Those interested in the
education of Negroes Mist made a thorough study of thethen existing legislation and the ,educational eeds, of Ne-

Ngroes an the State. Then, these educators, by. marshalingthe strength of juch organizations as the Kentucky NegroEducational Assrociation and coope.ratini with the KentuckyEducation Association avd State authorities were able tosecure the passage of a school code of marked improvement.With the iniprovement in the stal.utes must go a close% at-tention to the attitudes of the administrative Personnel. Iis one thing to have a good hiw aiid quite another to see that.
tikuch ti law is properly interpreted and administered. Effortsin-lust be tireless to seNre, if possible, the electiqp or ap-pointment of intelligent and sympathetic individuals to themuniciPal, county, State, and other controlling boards.Those interested in the education of Negroes must know thelaw and must become articulate when the interpretation and`administration of such laws are not beneficial.

It is recommended that, sinceto comprehenave study ofpublic sent' alent toward the education of Negroes seems tos
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be available, such a study be made. It Ao.uhi reveal thepresent public attitudes and the tec11n4les which have beenor may be used for improvement.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The committee is appmciative of the tremendous increasein appropriations for the maintenance of Negro schools randincrease in high schools in the southern section of the c'oun-try. There is4sti11, however, muchinore to be done for thereare many counties of the country in which the high schoolsprovided are totally inadequate, while in hundreds of othercounties no- provision whatever has been made for high-school education of Negro youth.

GUIDANCE
The c,ornwittée recommends an wdequate guidance programfor 6o1oreti schools. This program shoiild consider notonly the present occupational openings for Negro children,but also should address itself to the problems of constantly

increasingithe vocational openings for colored youth.
EQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY

Equality of Ieducaltioual opportunity in teacher prepara-tion,. in physical plant and equipment, in length of schoolin salaries, in professional giowth, in curricula offer-ings; and in tenure is regarde4 as fundamental.

NEGRO SCHOOLS IN THE NORTH
Enforced* whether by law or local pressure,in education as i.q he generanife of the people is undemo-cratic and its furtIW extension should be discouraged.

TEXTBOOKS
American civilization is the result of the w,prthy strivingsof all of its people. Téxtbooks used in the public schools,

cotetimerica not only fail to record the contribution of theNklegro to American life, but alst all too frequent" reflectdiscredit upon the Negro. We urge, therefore, upon pub-lishers, boards of education, superintendents, principals, andothers having to do with the selection of 1.4;xtbool& fog pub-lic sebotAs to make,this a matter of official concern.
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COMPULSORY EDCCATION

Although compulsory education is a kundamental .prin-
ciple in American life, studies show that mow than a mil-
lion I4gr9 children of school age 'are out of' school. We,
therefore, urge those.res'ponsible for the administration: of
compulsory attendance law§ to inake them effective.

PRIVATE EDUCATION

Chairman, Airimu! 1). WRIGHT, President, The Jecniet-Ffiatv /Fund
Vice Cliairman,)- D4vID D. JONES, Presicki* Bennett College for
14,oinen

- EDUCATI,ON INITIATED BY PRIVATE INTEREST
A. study of the history of education will show in 'almost

every nation that. ihe beginnings of an educational system
ire to be found in the records of private education-al enter-

, prises. This is as tnie in the case of the education of Ne-
groes as it is in the case-of the education ôf any other race,

INFLUENÇE OF PRIVATE EDUCATION OF NEGROES ON
PUBLIC EDUCATION .17

Following the close of the Civil War, and in some qtses
even before the aetual cessation of hostilities, educational
institutions for the Negro race began to be established, and
in ever'y case the beginnings'wete to be found in privately.
wpported institutions. Public systems of schools for 14-
groes soon began to áppear. A5 a result, many of the weaker
private schools, counting their work as completed, discon-

. tinued operations.. Other privately supported institutions
were turned over by their trustees to the public-school% sys-
tems, and yet other privately supported institutions, offering
some important and unique contributions to edúcational ac-
tiiities, eontinued .to serve the constituencies for which. they
were founded.

, NUMBER OF PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS
Today we have almost 100 privately supported institutions

for Negro youth on the college level, fully as many similar
institutions on the high-school level, and a large number of
elementary schools supported by private ageficies 9f one sort
or another.
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JUSTIFICATION FOR PRIVATE INSTITUTIONS

The private educational institutiorfs for Negroes can and
should ask themselves whclher there is justification for their
ekisterkce., and ein attkmptit to answer that question. certain
considerations must be kept in mind. The committee on
kirivate 'education of the National Conference on Fund*.
mental Problems in the Education of Négroes subscribes to
the following summary of faqs and condition.9--concerning
educatiohal institutions for Negroes that are privately sup---'
ported:

ANDINGS

r. The contributions to the cause of the education of Negroes
by the privately' institutions have been and still
are many and impottant. I

2. The time has not yet corrie when the cliuse of the.education
of _Negroes can be maintained without the contributions
from the privately supported institutions. .

3. Privately supported' institutions in a great many cases
supply educational needs ,not .supplied by publiclir sup-.

poked institutions.
4. Privately supported institutions _have offered in the past

and will continue to offer in the ftiture an invaluabre field
for eiperimentation and the trying out of new ideas.

5. The training of the necessary ministerg and other.
gious leaders is a t,asl that must be met by the priVately
supported institutions.

.

6. Privatelj supported instietitions in general are not justi- '-
fied in asking the public for funds for their support unless
they givepromise of rendering efficient service.

7. There is no place for a spirit of combetition between
publicly supported and privately supported institutions
unless it b a, competition to see which institution can
offer the highest grade of work.

8. The cause of the education of Negroes in ihe
States still needs a number of privately supported hbti-
tutions on each ,of the levels of elementvy, sèconaary, and
higher education, tinA sufficient fun6'.shou1d be secured to
make such institutions measure up kp the highest educa-
tional standards fir any educational igItitutionsNof similar
grade.
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9. Public-schetol authorities should assume full responsibility
for elementary and secondary education foie all children.
The existence of privately supported institutions on the
elementitry and secondary levels should not be used. by
public authorities as an excuse for failure to assume this
obligation. Private institutions should not allow them-
selves to be plaed in the position of hindering the States
from assuming this set:vice. ,

10. Privately gupported institutions, no less than publicly
supported insjitution;, should be conscious of the Obliga-
iion imposed upon them to provide education that will
definitely contribute to the betterment of home life, fur-

i nish vocational education and vocatignal .04i-rite, train-
ing for hig4est ideals of citizenship, training fOr sensible
recreation and adequate tise of leisure time, and providl,
consideration óf and encourage living up t45 the best ideals
of health and stimulate the development of standards of
ethics and morals that are essential to a sound society
'among any kople.

F I 91s1 A N CIA L SUPPORT OF *NEGRO SCHOOLS

-Chairman, FRED. MoCtnsnoN, Ezeoutivg Agent, Southern Association
of Secondary Sohools anti Colleges; *Vice Chairman, HORACE M.
BOND, Dean,' Dillard University

a

INTRODUCTiC

In t preceding sections. attention has been given to the
aims objectives it the edgcation of Negroes, ande to cer-
tain p 1 osophies uporf which these goals liave been or should
ehe projected. Also, consideration wis dven to the educa-
tional organifiati9nI arid _adti`irnistratife Machinery necessarj

;order to attaiii the formulated goals. This section will
treat of problems involved in ...financing.. the educational
prpgrani outlined. Ttils is a logical procedure. School
finance is a i79ty stputant4

matter, butp only.insofar as it
makes,* ...

._ effective educatkonal program. Rela-
tivies' 7:rgit'eeduCational returns may be achieved %with i
small amopnt of 'money ,if there ig a ¡binned gnd efficiently
administered. educational program tharí with a larger
ainowit, of moneY for an unplamed .alid iteffectively ad-
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FUNDAMENTALS Ig THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES 75

ministered educational program. But, however thorough
An educational prdgram is projetted, it will be ineffequal
without adequate funds to-finance it.

FINANCE. AND EQUALIZATtON OF EDUCATIONAL

.11 OPPORTUNITY

This section is concerned withb problems of public finance
as they relate to the equalization of educational oppor-
tunityfor all. childrenbut1/4more particularly for Negro,
children. " One of the great challenges in the development
of -the American people in devolving the implications of de-
mocracy has been and still remains the definition of the
principle of equality of educational opportunity." i The
whole qué-stion is complicated by many confusing 4actors
and controversial issues, fin- example, local autonomy and
States rights.- However, there is one underlying principle
to which most persons inforrnedeok the subject will sub-
scribe, namely, " that the fundamerifai purpose of equaliza-
tion efforts, State'or Federal. has been to approach a desir-
able program of edtication." And, whatever ificreased aid
local districts or States receive .from outside sources for

em

equalization purPoses it will be of little value unless it is
reflected in an impt6ved educational program coMmensurate
-with the amount of Rid received.

PROVIDING FOR A MINIMUM PROGRAM

Authorities, in school finance believe that equalization
funds should guarantee a minimum educational program for
all the children. If .all the children' of the area being aided
are not given equal opportunity to receive an education in
keeping with their interests, needs, and capacities, then the
system of equitabje suppcirt made possible is vitiated and the
principle of democraci is violated.

. .

ESSENTIALS 13F- A MINIMUM PROGRAM

Among the elements to be consiaered in a minimum educa-
tional program, the following appear to be essenti41:41.)

I Mort, Paul R. State hupport for publiC educatio.n. Washington,. American
Council on Education, 1933. .

1417276-35----6
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Available and accessible schbols, (2) term length, (3) num-
ber and qualificati.on of teachers, (4) Curriculum offerjpgs, A

(5) equipment and facilities, (6) transportation, and (1)
tuition of nonresident students.

DEFICIENCIES IN THE MINIMUM PROGRAM FOR NEGROES
In the Statts maintaining separate schools for the two

races it has been shown that in practically every case Negroes
fall short of approximating the accepted seirndard. And
when the minimum program for whites is below standard,
as is frequently the case, the Negroes' deficiences are greatly
accentuated.

Serious inequalities exist between colored and white
sthools in practically- all the essentials of a minimum pro-
p-am listed. In considering educational need of localities
and States, this fact should have significance. Also, in con-
sidering the effort of communities and States to support
education, their attempt to equalize the educational oppor-
tunities of all their childrenrural and 'urban and colored
and whiteshould be an important ditqrron.

In all discussions of minimum programs of edu : ion,
the qualitative aspects should be borne in mind : ell asthe quantitative.

o

cERTAIN kACTOR§ UNDERLYING EQUALIZATION SYSTEMS

Need.--There are no absolute indexes of educational needthat may be.applied universally; however, it is believed that
thin a given State a " defensible minimum educational

urogram " can be established and -a measure of need deriied
in terms Tlof the extent to which communities %and districts
withiri the State fall below that minimum ant the funds
requirOd to bring them up to it. In all sucti caJculations
a tru4 measure of need cannot be attained without' treating

Negrpes on an equtil basis with others: -However, there isna-4s includedmuch danger of their not being in calculating
feed as in distributing the knds after they are received.

t

a Discussed pt length In State Support for Public Educatlot by Paul R.
*

Mort
9

4meritan Council on iducation, Washington,D. C.
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Ability. .---:From the broad point of view ability of a. dis-
tr t.or State to support a minimum educational program
.sho ld be based on potential wealth as well as tictual wealth.
Theìç would then be a tendency for the districts or States
to ad t progressive measures in developingtf, their natural
and human resources. However, ability will be discussed
here from the narrow point of view, namely, the extent to
which revenue can be obtained through the operation of the
taxing system. Viewed from this angle, it is possible to
increase the ability to support an educátional program by
improving the taxing system. Some of the factors that
should be considered in determining the ability of a district
or State to pay for education are:

1. Size of the taxing _unit (small districts increase

2. System of assessmènts (uncoordinated assessment sys-
tems result in inequitable assessment).

3. Plan of colleetions (inefficiency here results in great
loss dueito tax delinquencies).

4. Economy in expenditures (securing adequate returns
for each educational dollar spent).

The National Survey of School Finance s discusses the
possibilities 6f making egonomies in educational expendi-
tures under the following eight -expenditure headings: (1)
General control, (2) instruction, (3) operation, (4) mainte-
nance, (5) fixed charges, (6) debt service, (7) capital outlay,
and (8) auxiliáry agencies and coSrdinated activitie;s,

,These are important factors which should be given careful
atteotion when considering the financial need and ability of
a district, or Sta4 in the support of education.*

WILLINGNESS OF DISTRICT OR STATE TO EQUALIZE
OPPORTUNITIES

As previously stated, .the fundarkental purpose ,of all
equalization 'efforts has been or should be to approach a
desirable program of education, equitably distributed tò

Rmarch Problems In Salop Finance:. chapter VI, National Survey ofSchoirinance: Published by American Council of Bducation.

inability).
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the children. If this is not the assumption on which eiwali-
zation funds are reque.sted and granted, then they would
seem to have mo justification.

In some of the States now providin4 equalization funds
the Negro not only fails to receive equitable treatment but, o
notwithstanding the fact that his educational stattis is im-
proved along with tliat of whites by such funds, the inequal-
ities between the two are increased.

Certain persons opposed to earmarking func6.or otherwise
setting up guarantees for their equitable distiibution advo-
cate allowing the " natural process " to take i course, with
the belief that. the discrimindtions practiced will eventually
disappeafr. Bond 4 hts presented evidence which refutes this
argument conclusively and ,presents tables showing compar-
ative expenditures between colored and white teachers' sal-
aries in typical States °and cities.

The plea made for aid in the report of the conference
committee on financial support of Negro education, which
follows, is predicated on the assumptiAn that States neéding
to do so will increase their own ability by improving theirtaxing systems. It is also assumed that those States whichhave been derelict in applying the democratic principle. of
equality in the distribution of equalizatión funds shall give
assurance that this situation will be remedied in tht future,if and when additional funds are made available.

SUMSIARY Aisp) FINDINGS OF THE COMMITTEE'
For many y.ears education has been the largest public

enterprise in the United States. Thirty million children,
one-fourth of the Nation's population, are in the elementaryand secondary t schools. Expenditures for these schools
amounted to $2,289,000,000 in 1930, which was 40 percentof all public expenditures in the 48 States.

The percentage of distribution of expenditures for olwra-tion and maintenance ol general departments of State ov-ernments in 1929 was as- follows :°

'Bond, Horace Mann( The-Sducation of the Negro in the American SocialOrder. New York, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1934, p. 151.Tbe,facts summarized and presented in this report have been collectedfrom State and Federal reports, reports of foundations, church boards, cityboardi, indiVidual schools, and from various OtHer studies and reports.Reports of the U. S.. Department of Commerce, 1931.
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Percent
General government 8. 1
Protection to person and property:

Militia and armies 1. 0
, Reghlation 2. 8

. All other 2. 0
5. 8

Conservation of health and sanitation:
Prevention and treatment 1. 3
All other 1. 1

Development and conservation of natural resources:
Agriculture 4. 5
All ot er

2. 4

5. 5
Highways la 9op

Charities, hospitals, and corrective agencies 16. 7
EAucation 9(schools'and libraries) 40. 0
Recreation .3
Miscéllaneous 4. 5

It is interesting to zote that education in the various States
received more than twice as much as was expended for any
other State governmental enterprises. Education is consid-
ered to be Nhe function of the State, thus the contribution
of the.Federal Government to education is N*7ery. small (less
than 1 percent in the South) , being restricted primarily to
vocational education and to the educátion of Indians.

Since 80 perce4 of the 11,891,143 Negroes in the United
States live.in th 15 Southern States where a separate $clìool
systein is.maintaified, it follow that any study or considera-
tion by the committee on suppoit of Negro education would
deal primarily with this area. It was not possible for the
committeet:o gather any particular facts regarding expendi-
tures outside the South, though a number of conwarisons,

. have been made between sections an&States.

ABILITY AND 'EFFORT OF THE SOUTH TO SUPPORT
. . EDUCATION

.Accoiding to tbe43lue Book of Southern Progress, there
are only 12 States having a total per capita weilth of less
than $2,000. All of these are ill. the South. Only Florida,
Virginia, West Virginia, and Maryland are above this mini-
mum, The average wealth per capita in the South in 1930
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80 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES .

t was $1,7S5. as compared with-$3.609 for the States outsidé
tile South.

The effort to support education. as measured by the per-
cent4 of all tax collections expended for schools, changesthis piture considerably. Of the 7 States expending less.
than ,35 percenf of all State and local tax collections for

. education, only 2 are located in the South. The average
expended by 14 Southern States was 41.3 percent as com-
pared with 40.2 percent for' the country as a whole.

CHIEF 'SOURCES AND AMOUNTS OF PUBLIC-SCHOOL
REVENUE -

According to the 1930 reports of 13 Southern States, therewas a total of $331,157,842 expended for public. schools.
Forty percent of this amount was contributed by local dis-
tricts, 31 percent from State sources, 28 percent from county
sources, and 0.6 perceilt from Federal sources.

ANNUAL EXPENDITURE l'ER PUPIL ENROLLED
Dr. Paul R. Mort, in his.stu4, " State Support fgr Pub-

lic Education ", shoss all States expended less than $15 per
cApita for education in 1930. All of these are Southern
States. The per cápita expenditure in the several Statesranged from $1.50 in Georgia to $36.88 in Nevada, with an
average of $21.30 for the country as a whole. NO Southern
State reached the tverage for the country.

Reports from 11 Sóuthern States for 1930 show an average
expenditure per pupil of $35.42. However, when exPendi-
tures are separated into racial groups we see that there wasan expenditure of144.31 for each white pupil enrolled and
$12.57 for each Negro.pupil enrolled.:' When thesp figures
are compared with an gipenditure of $99 per pupil in the
United States as a whgle, the inequalities are astbnishing.7A comparison of expenditures oyer a long period of time inthe Southern States shows that similar inequalities have ex-. Alsted. For example, the expefiditure for each white pupil7 enrolled in these Southern States in 1910 was '.'.45 whilé foreach Negro pupil it was $2.90. A check of tng-time expen-.

See7 figures 1, ;,,, and 3.
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AVERAGE ANNWNL., EXPENDITURE PER PUPIL
IN Q. 6. AND 'THE SOUTH 1070 TO 1930
(From U. et Off ic. of Edvcat ion and etato Deporistrnsnta)
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ANNUAL EXPENDITUFES PER PUPILENROLLED AND AMOUNTS NEEDED TOEQUALIZE EXPENDITUREe IN ELEvENSouTHERN 5TATES 1930
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84 FUNDAMENTALS IN THE EDUCATION OF NEGROES

ditures in South Car ?. shows that in 1900 $4.06 was spentfor each whit* child enrolled and $1.26 for eacif Neto child.In North Carolina the amount was $2.27 for each white childand $1.68 for each Negro child. Thirty yet;rs later SouthCarolina ,expended $59.09 for each white child enrolled and$11.16 for each Negro child, while 'North Carolina spent$41.26 and $16.79, respectively.
In 1930 -Negro populaticin percentages in 12 SoutheoStates vuried from 72 percent of the total in Oklahoma to50.2 percent in Mississippi. The percentage of puleic-schoolfun'ds received by the Negro tends to be in inverse ratio tothe percentage he bears to the population. 'The 7.2 perceritNegro population in Oklahoma received 5.6 percent of all

.,school funds, or 79 cents out of each dollar which they wouldhave receil'ed if funds had been distributed without regardto vice, while the 50.2 percent Negro population in Missis-sippi received 10 percent of the school funds, or 21 cents outof each dollar they would' have received if funds had been:,distributed ;without regard to race. -r.
?-

EXPENDITURES FOR TEACHERS' tWAARIES
A study of the salaries for white and Negro teachersreveals about the same inequalities as exist bOween total

expenditures.8 In 1930 the average annual salary paidwhite teachers in 11 Southern States was $901, ranging from
$715 irvi Arkansas tò $1,546 in Maryland, while the aferagepaid Negro teachers in the same States was $423, rangingfrom $226 in Mississippi to $1,168 in Maryland. In 1900the .averagè annual sahtries paid white teachers in 7 SouthernStates was $162, ranging from $100 in North Carolina to$421 in Maryland, compared *ith $106 for Negro teachers,ranging from $75 in North Carolina to $325 in Maryland.

Salaries paid city teachers range niuch higher th..an thosepaid county or rural teachers.° Reports from 6 southerncapital cities show a median annual salary for 1930 of $1,362for white teachers and $888 for Negro teachers:
Expenditures for teachers' sitlaries in Louisville, Ky., showless difference between white a,nd Negro teachers tharí in

figure-3.
. *See figure 41'.
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any other southern city reportin. Expenditures fi)r sal-
aries of white teachers range from $22.28 14r pupil in aver-
age .daily qtendance in 1911 to $57.03 in' 1933, whilo expendi-
tures fois Negro teachers range from $17.38 in 1911 to $45.74. I

in 1933. 4

-TRANSPORTATION OF WIIITE AND NEGRO PUPASa

In 1930 IO Southern *tales tran4o1'ted 749,44 pupils at
a total cost of $12,782,414. Slightly less than 2 percent of
the pupils transported wero-NcTrqes and less than 2 percent
of the furids were expmded for their 4transportation."

INVESTMENT IN PIIBLICSCII0OL PROPERTY p.

.The total investment,- i p public-school property in 15
Sol9thern States in 1930 was $1,086,942,0O0, or $1.2 per pupil
'eDrolled, as contrasted with $242 per in the' country as
a whole. The average investnIlent for 'and equipment
f(;-r each white pupil was $15:, and ,f(s).r etich Negro pupil
$37."

EQUALIZATION FUN4D.S. ,
Sonie typ.e of equalizatiO;tfuri has bein-1 14(1 iif-the South

for. t(number .9f,yetirsothough the idea:(1- a la.rge Stqte fund'
created to. *equalize _ edudatiqnalopportiiìiilies 'is 'relatively
new. Ten of the Sopthern.st4tes had e'q'tialization funds in
1930 Amoiinting to ,Inòre tha.'ii-$20,090,00(}-; and the amoil.nt, -

has been .increasing. annually. Thè ligridérowth of th'eso
equalization fall& is -most h6pefuj ,to- thoae .interestea in
equal opportaiities for atI chu1dreh.. Hówever, these fund
have been provided .and distretbiuted inderìicJ diverse pia
and 'circumstances dig Wis-Aipt to' impossible tò deterinine

.thei ankounfgoing.to ,Negro. sobools. In many cases the ex-. I

pens.liture of ti-ise ftin4_haOricteased the ii)equality instead
4. of- reduced it. 10,

möllER EDUCATION*
41

a

. The- 92 higher educq, on institutions studied had plants
'tkn_cl equipment valued _02,869,578.in 1932, The _33 pub-

stibpqrted schools vréfè yglued at $29,578,961, represent-.
gej_el .101r

*.,
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. VALUE OP PUBLIC SCHOOL PROPERTY
AND AMOUNTS NEEDED TO EQUALIZE ,

EXPENDITURE8 IN FIFTEEN 50k.rrHERN STATES
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ing an increase of approximately 400 percent during the
past 15 'years. .

A summary of income
follows:,

for higher education in. 1931

Private and denominational
colleges

Public colleges

Num-
ber

colleges
re-

ported

68
33

101

Church
sources

$1, 200, 242

1, 200, 242

Public
sources

I $77, 121
13, 565, 473

3, 642, 594

All othg.-
sources'

$3, 352, 140
1, 122, 788

4, 474, 928

Total
income

$4, 629, 503
4, 688, 261

9, 317, 764

A verA
age

income

$68, 080
142, 060

3 9 2, 245

I 12 denominational and private colleges received some' public funds.
3 Average.

The debt on the 'colleges was $2,878,615, inéluding plant
id equipnient, unpaid teachers' salaries, deficits, etc.
The growth of endowment for Negro colleges has been

markéd since 1915. Below is a summary of endowment,
according to the various affiliations :

Affiliation
Number

of schools 1934
endowed endowment

Independent ________ 73-
Presbyterian t_

,
44741*

Baptist ' , 11
,

Metliodist Episcopal .
10

Public 3
American Missionary Association__ ----,- -----; 5
EpIeopaL 5

.African Methodist Episcopal . 2
African Methodist Episcopal Zion 1

,

Mettociist Episcopal ( Southern) __. 1
,

Colored Methodist Episcopal 1

$23, 856, 587
3, 849, OM
1, 794, 998
1, 354i47,
1, 213, 765

752, 595
369, 534

63, 921
46, 500
30, 780
5, 000

11" 'Sap go

33,Total - 50 260, 037
'

ADDITIONAL FUNDS NEEDED yo EQUALIZE *EXPENDITURES

Edwational expemditurres.--Eleven southern States spent
a total of $240,180,180, or $35.42 per pupil enrolled in 1930.
It would have required an additional $431,171,268 to have
brought the average expenditure for white and colored- pu-
pils of these 11 States up to the average ofthe United States,
which was $99. The 11 southern States spent $23,461,959
on Negro públic schools, which was $12.57 per pupil enrolled.

1

.. -
1

4E01 =1* . 411.M. Nab

..11111.111.

.
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It would have required an additional expenditure of $39,-
688,052 to have brought the expenditure per Negto child up
to the average expenditure per white child in -the 11 States.

School property.--Public-school property in 15 southern
States was valued at $1.086,942,000 in 1930. This represents

'an investment of $123 per pupil enrolled, white and Negro.
It would have required -an expenditure of $1,000,000,000
more to have brought the per-pupil value up to $242, which
was the average for the United States. The value of Negro
public-school property was $72,000,000, an investment of
$37 per pupil enrolkod. It would have required an addi-
tional expenditure of $240,000,000 to 'have brought the invest-
ment up to $157 which was the value for each white child
enrolled.

CONCLUSION

The information contained in this report indicates that the
southern States are not able to provide public education for
all children,on an equal basis with the other sections of the
counIry. If the children of the South are to have the educa-
tional advantages available to other children of the Nation,
speciafinancial support for public schools mvst be provided.
However, any Federal funds which are or may be rhade
available fdr public education in the South should be so dis-

. tributed as tp 'guarantee there will be no discrimination in
the use of such funds among the children of different race.
Furthermore, such funds should be so used and distributed
as to correct the glaring inequalities which exist at present
in, the expenditures of school funds among the races.

o
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